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DKE And TDP Disband After LCA Sanctions
presenting any names to the
administration
in light of President
By Kathleen McKiernan
',
William R. Cotter's vowto suspend
NEWS EDITOR
for one year any student now
In the wake of "broad determined to be a frafernity
administrative sanctiohsagainst the member.
"I don't know how the Colby
members of Lambda Chi Alpha,
both the 28 member Tau Delta Phi community looks at disbanding.
and 20 member Delta Kappa We've formed friendships that just
Epsilon underground fraternities aren't going to go out the window,"
havevoluntrarily disbanded,senior said one senior TDP. But the frat
DKE's and TDP's said this week. will no longer pledge and there will
The frats are the fourth and fifth be "no more meetings, no more
fraternities to disband in less than nothing."
DKE and TDP each
two years.
The Echo talked with 2 DKE's pledged approximately ten
and 3TDP's about the disbandings, students this year, but the
but the ex-brothers would speak brothers said they did not
only on condition of anonyminity. follow through on the
They said their organizations are initiation process. They said
discontinuing fraternity-related the frats won't pledge next
activites, but do not plan on year.

Dean of the College Earl Smith
said he heard word from two faculty
liasons that the DKE fraternity
disbanded.
"No one has come in to say I'm
a DKE and we've stopped," Smith
said. But "Ibelieve what I hear,from
them (liasons) that these frats have
disbanded."
Smith said he has heard only
unconfirmed rumors that TDP and
Phi Delta Theta ha^ve disbanded.
The Echo was unable to confirm the
status of the Phi Delts.

Despite the disbandings,
"you're still going to see the same
guys going to dinner together,
drinking together. Nobody's going
to see a difference on campus, at
least not for a few years," said a
senior DKE.
The members of DKE and TDP
told the Echo there was dissension
in their respective fraternities about
whether or not to disband,but the
severityof the LCA sanctions forced
the action.
"It's too dangerous now to try
and kid anyone," said
another senior TDP who
pledged his freshman year.
"A lot of people value their
educations and also their
athletics and if it comes
down to it, they come first.
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Women's Stud ies

Media Projects Expec t Crowd

more confidence with mechanical endeavors,
English professor Phillis Mannochi first
assigned group media projects with studentselected topics, instead of a major paper. At
that first showing of the projects in Lovejoy
100, there were only 5 in the audience, 3 of
whom were faculty members.
This year,witha budget of $3,000 donated
by an enthusiastic alum and the help of a
professional video consultant, the students
expect to fill Given auditorium when they
present their media projects which grapple
with some of the major social issues of the
day, including homophobia, abortion,
divorce, alcoholism, dating behavior, and a
look into what is erotic.
As the May 11show date approaches, the
amount of time and level of commitment by
the 35 students to their projects has been
tremendous.
"The last couple of weeks have been
straight out," said video consultant Arlene
King-Lovelace.
"None of us really realize what goes into
30 seconds of a finished tape," she said.
From Brighton Plantation, Maine, KingLovelace has rented a room in downtown
Waterville to avoid the 50-minute drive to
her home after the hectic 12-hour days she
has been putting in to help the students with
their projects.
Another aim of the media projects,
according to Mannochi, has been to teach
students to do collaborative work.
"As f ar as g r oup dynamics go, with no
on e in charge , we all have to work together,"
sa id Sara Hurv is '90, a member of the group
doing the project on alcoholism.
*•
Most agree that the time spent on the
projects is very worthwhile.
'
,
photo wy Cathy Hugo
"No student ever walks away feeling they
Cretchen Granger '90, Matt Gill is ', S ara Hurv is '90, and Peter Bryant '90 preparing their
y
in too much time and didn't get enough
put
Wo men 's Studies media p roject on Alcoholism. '
back ," said King-Lovelace who is working
"Alcoholism: What Separates Me From You?. " with the students for the second year.
By Bob Lian
MANAGING EDITOR
During the. course of the day, th ey would take
Butthercwardsdo have their price. Senior
turns runnin g the equipment and consulting as Doug Belkinwho ispartofthegroupstudying
Pack ed into the small videoediting room of the they began turning their 8 hours of videotape d dating behavior said, "it's been painful - like
Audio Visual dep artment in Miller library, the interviews into a 15-mlnute final presentation.
drawing blood. Buyinything worthwhile is
six-member group of four women- nnd two men
difficult."
spent from 10 in the morn itiguntil 7 that evening
Twelve yeare ago, in an effort to enhance
Despite the growing popularity of the
editing the first five minutes of their Female visibility and boost enrollment In her Female med ia proje ct s, t heir f u t ure may be in
Experience In America media project entitled Experience In America class and give women
M edia Con ti nue d On Page 8

You d»n 't pay $10,000 a semester to
get kicked out because you're
hanging out "with your friends."
All agreed a change in student
sentiment toward s the frats
contributed to the disbandings.
"I'rn glad it's over because the
campUsisdiartgrrtg.I'rrta litttebittej
because I think the campus has the
wrong image. They hear fraternity
and they see it as an evil thing," said
one senior DKE. "But it's the same
kind of bonding among 30 guys
that every kid goes through with a
smaller group of friends."
"Its not worth it anymore," said
another DKE. "More and more il
was the students, not the
administration or faculty that was
against it. It wasa't bad looking ovei
Fret Continued On Page 8

Peeking
In Colby 's
$ Pocket
By Alisa Attardi
' PQCUS EDITOR

If the full tuition of 22 students were
budgeted for faculty salaries, it would
barely 'cover the 88-89 academic-year
paychecks foj the top five highest paid
professors at Colby who collect about
$420,000 altogether.
This and other little know facts can be
leaned
from. Form 990, Colby's income
g
tax form for fiscal 1988. The form, filed by
organizations which are exempt from
income tax, provides basic information
about revenue and expenses,
While the Form is available to the public,
it is not as comprehensi ve as the, form
required for tax-exempt publicinstitutions
and does not require disclosure of all •
employee salaries.
But, there is some nifty stuff. For
example, Colby's net worth at the end of
fiscal 1988 exceeded $126 million.
AnDthere*ample-Colby spent$354,000 ,
on telephone costs last year.
Of course, there's the required list of
officers and their compensation and
benefits. As expected, President Bill Cotter
is at the top of tho pay scale with a salary of
$135,000 and $34,042 in benefits for fiscal
'88. At the bottom of those listed as college
officers is Dean of Students Janice
Seitzinger, with a salary of $53,350 and
$4,656 of benefits,
Schedule A, a supplement to Form 990,
lists "compensation of the fivehighest paid
employees other than officers, directors,
and t rus t ees ." As of June, 1989, Biology
p rofessor Miriam Bennet was tho highest
paid professor, with a salary of $76,545.
"She holcte one of the most prestigious
en dowed fellowships," said Dean of
Faculty Bob McArthur.
McArthur noled that in addition to
$ Continued On Page 7

Four Doctors To Replace Bennett
In choosing the doctors on its Moss said each of the four is from
By Kathleen McKiernan
own
Colby broke its ties with Mid- the local area and trained in family
NEWS EDITOR
Maine Medical Center, which had practice.
provided Colby with its last two
The break from Mid-Maine will
mean,
campus
physicians,
according
to
Art
the college -will now be
A sub-group of the Health
Champlain,
committee
co-chair.
responsible
for paying the
Center Advisory Committee last
"I'm pleased with the result," physicians' malpractice insurance.
weekselectedfour physidans-three
said Committee Co-Chair Jane Smith said theinsuranceshould run
Moss."When we started the process under $10,000 per a year, but that
we were involved with Mid Maine hiringfour part-time physicianswill
Medical.That was the problem with not cost the college morethan what
Bennett. Hiring...decisions werenot it pays for Bennett.
being made by the people he
"It will have some impact,"
(Bennett) was serving...this is our Smith said. "But its not the big
numbers you see in newspapers."
hire."
Dean of the College Earl Smith
Interviews were conducted by a
said he expects a contract for the 7-member sub-grouplast week and
four physicians - who are not yet candidates also met with Smith.
Echo f i l ephoto beingnamed -tobeready next week.
The concept of hiring a "team"
Dr. William Bennett
Moss said she expects all four to of part-time doctors to replace
accept the college's offer.
Bennett was proposed shortly after
"The women we interviewed Bennett resigned in March. "We
females and one male - to replace
the services of embattled Colby were fantastic," Moss said. "They haven't been able to find one
p hysician William Bennett , have enough differences in training doctor...to please everybody,"Moss
and areas of interest to cover it all." said.Q
accordingto college officials.

Circle
K
Comes
To
Colby
Organ izers Hope To Strengthen Bond
^Between
Waterville And The Folks On Mayflower Hill
By Becky Streett
STAFF WRITER
Thanks to junior Dave Unruh,
Circle K is being adapted to Colby
campus and in turn to the Waterville
community. To add to its 700 plus
organizations throughout the
nation , a branch of Circle K
International is coming to Colby.
CKI functions to organize
leadership, service and friendshi p
forsmall communities.Theprimary
goal and focusof CKIisto encourage
college students to become active
citizens by contributing to thei r
communities.

Unruh sawtheemergenceof CKI
at the University of Maine,Husson,
and Thomas College, and felt that
Colby should become equally, if
not more involved with developing
better relations between the college
and its surrounding environment.
Among the several proposalsfor
Colby CKI' scommunity serviceare:
helping to build new playground s,
aiding the elderly, and assisting
local school alumni associations.
Taking part in such activities
would not only ensure the
continuance of much needed
community service projects, but
would also provide participating
individuals with a sense of

Off The Hill
By Tamiko Davies

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Bowdoin.

BRUNSWICK - Two'hundred students may be denied the
opportunity to travel abroad next year.Theadministrationfearsthat
if all the students who want to travel are permitted to do so,then too
few students will be left on campus.
Although the issue is as yet unresolved , the administration
intends to decide which students will be allowed to study abroad
according to the relevancy of his or her major.

Georgetown Univ,

GEORGETOWN- A recent influx of violence hashit Georgetown.
There has been a series of muggings both on and off campus, tn
addition,several swastikashavebeen spray painted around campus.
On a lighter note, the hands from the clock tower were stolen.

Bates

LEWISTON - The chairman of tho Political Science Department
for the last ten years, Douglas I. Hodgkin, recently stepped down
from his position. He did so in protest to the administration's
Affirmative Action policy.
Although Hodgkin does support Affirmative Action, hedocs not
feel qualified to carry out the school'spolicy of encouraging teaching
from the African-American prospective, according to The Bate$
Student. Hodgkin claimed that tho only qualified professors for this
policy would bo African-Americans, The next day, the African
American Society sent a letter to Hodgkin stating that he was wrong
and the policy is not discriminatory.

Harvard

CAM&KIDGE, MA -Chancellor of West Germany Helmut Kohl,
will be the commencement speaker, according to sources at the
Harv ardCrimson,

accomplishment, while improving
Colby's relationship with thecityof
Waterville.
Unruh feels that Colby needs to
improve its relations with the
Waterville community, and that
CKI is the solution. In order to start
things in the ri ght direction,he has
attended New England District
Board meetings, at which he has
gathered additional information
about the club and the needs of the
community. So far more than 75
individuals haveexpressed interest
in this organization and CKI plans
to set sail in the fall. But, to exist as
a legal club Colby's CKI club needs
a faculty advisor. Any faculty
member or interested students can
contact Dave Unruh at extension
3094, or Box l628.Q

Correcti ons
The Biology Comprehensive Test Is a
comprehensive exam designed, by the
facultyin the BiologyDepartment at Colby.
The exam is used only at Colby. Results
are included in the student's transcript,
but can not be used as a comparision for
student achievement at any other school.
It is not a national exam.
The $20 Phi Beta Kappa membership
fee is forwarded to the society's national
office in Washington, D.C, and covers a
registration fee, engraved certificate and
newslettersubscription.TheCarl J.Weber
GraduatcScholarshlpAward is supported
solely by voluntary contributions from
Colby PBK alumni members.Juniors may
be elected to PBK after five semesters.

"TAKE A BREAK"
Come t o Camden, ME.

Enjoy the quiet,
romantic elegance of

Windward House
Bed & Breakfa st

The perfect getaway just a
few short steps from the
harbor and village shops.
Special reduced rates
during March & April!
Call 1-236-9656
for reservations.
Jon & Mary Davis

Innkeepers
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Don't Stop To
Smell This Flower

A recent epidemic of chlamydia, the number . one sexually
transmitted disease in the country, has hit Colby, according to
Gretchen Gehrke, physician's assistant at the Health Center. ...
"There's been a remarkable increase in the number of patients
with positive chlamydia tests," said Gehrke. Chlamydia symptoms
for women include itching or burning in the genitals, vaginal
discharge,dull pelvic pain and bleeding between menstrual periods.
Symptoms for men are painful urination and watery discharge from
the penis, according to Gehrke.
Students need to get a screening test as soon as they notice any
symptoms, or "if they become sexually active or change sexual
partners," said Gehrke. Eighty percent of women and 10 percent of
men with chlamydia have no symptoms, she said.
"The consequences of chlamydia are infertility or ectopic pregnancy
for women, and sterility for men," said Gehrke. Treatment is a week
of antibiotics and testing is available at the Health Center. (A.K.)

'93 and '94 To Shack Up

Two students are responsible for the last week's printing and
distribution of a falseletter explaining an upcoming housing crunch,
said Dean of Housing Paul Johnston.
"We don't know who did it yet," said Johnston. "But, a couple of
people come to mind." He said the letter parallels the format of a
letter he recently sent out to a very small pool of students.
"If there are any suspects," he said. "They are in that pool."
Johnston knowsthat twostudents wereinvolvedbecausehissignature
was forged on the letters in two distinct ways.
The letter said that each member of the class of '93 must agree to
accept an incoming first year student as a third roommate next fall
and went on to say that although the situation may seem unfair, it
should be a "positive experience and an excellent opportunity to
experience different lifestyles."The letter said a forum would be held
to discuss the matter.

Overla p Group Meets
Colby Continues Secrecy

Colby attended the recent Spring Overlap Group meeting, even
though the group'smembers financial records are being investigated
by the anti-trust division of theU.S.JusticeDepartment?All discussion
which occurred at the meeting is being held confidential, said Lycia
Smythe, director of Financial Aid.
Smythedirected all questionsto Hugh McMahon,a Colby attorney
in Portland.
McMahon, during a telephone interview, said that he could not
give out any information until he discussed the matter with President
William Cotter.CJ.M.)

Kudos To Pitcher For COOT

Dawn Pitcher'90 wasrecently named the ColbyStudent Employee
of the Year. Pitcher was nominated by Todd Blake and John Farkas
of Student Activities for her "service and dedication" to the Colby
community during her position as 1989 COOT coordinator.
Pitcher was awarded a certificate from the Northeast Association
of Student Employment Administrators (NEASEA) and is now a
finalist for selection as the Maine Student Employee of the Year.

(J.M.)

Givin g Green Blood

So far $16,000 has been raised for Senior Pledge 1990,according
to Marc Winiecki, head ai Penior Pledge 1990. By the last day of
classes;Winiecki said,twenty-five senior"agents"will have knocked
on all senior's doors in order to solicit donations for the alumni fund.
Winiecki said that as of this Tuesday, 60 percent of the seniors had
been solicited, and 53 percent of those solicited had pledged an
is expected
average donation of $140. At this rate, more money
to be raised than last year, he said. (T.D.)

Plent y of Seats Left For Ziggy

Of the 3000 tickets available for Friday's Ziggy Marley concert,as
of last Sunday, approximately 1750 had been sold by the Student
Activities office,accordi ng t o Todd Blake,assistant dircctorof Student
Activities. A couple hundred of the $13 tickets were still available in
the Stu-A office this week,while tho remainder have been distributed
to be sold by groups outside of Colby, according to Blake. Colby
shelled out $33,000 to bring Ziggy t o campu s, according to Stu-A
Treasurer Matt Dumas. (GA.)

News Brief s Continued On Following P age

All Campus Forum

NEWS BRI EFS CONTINUED

Mitchell Pla ys Packed House

Thomas Tongue Twisted

Speaking on the subject "there's no time like the present," the
Colby debate team topped the Thomas debate club last Wednesday
night in the Smith lounge, according to English Professor and Colby
Debate Team Coach David Mills.
Colby's three-member team was headed by junior David Vincent
and supported by Martha Walsh, '90 and Chris Lovine '93. An
impromptu speech contest among the members of the audience
following the debate was won by senior Tom Powers. (K.M.)

Seniors Ask Kin gston

Maxine Hong Kingston, Colby honorary degree recipient,
acclaimed author and professor of English,has been invited to speak
at commencement. Kingston has not responded to the request yet.
Kingston received the most votes from seniors after brief
biographies on the six possible commencement speakers were
circulated, said Senior Class President Mohamed-Said E. Eastman.
All the candidates were honorary degree recipients.Fewer than 100
seniors responded with a preference.(T.D.)
p hoto by Hilary Robbins

Quotes Of The Week

Senate Majority Leader George Mitchell,far left,was on campusfor a foreign policy panel discussion Sunday. He also
told the samejoke (see story below) that he tells just about every time he comes to MayfewerHill. The audience
laughed anyway.
political science at Dukeand a senior
Still, Hough cautioned the

"Congratulations to all on your FIRST PLACE award. You have
an excellent publication which shows a tremendous amount of time,
energy and talent by editors, staff members and advisor." The
American Scholastic Press Association to the Colby Echo on its first
place finish in the association's recent newspaper contest.

Senate Majority Leader George
Mitchell returned to his hometown
of Waterville on Sunday and spoke
to a packed audience at Colby's
first annual Public Policy Forum,
sponsored by the Government
department.
"My father was ajanitor at Colby
and he did get me a j ob on the
grounds staff after 1had graduated
from Bowdoin,"said Mitchell. "He
used to like to brag that you need a
Bowdoin degree to get a job on the
Colby grounds."
Appearing on the Page
Commons Room platform with
Mitchell were Dimitri Sirnes, a
senior scholar at the Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace,
Jerry Hough, Duke professor of

"You can sleep when you're dead." An Echc editor's mother
explaining quote number one.

By Andrea Rrasker
STAFF WRITER

scholar at the Brookings Institute in
Washington, and Sewaryn Bialer,a
professor of political science and
political studies at Columbia.
The forum,which ran about an
hour and a half, addressed the
present political situation in the
Soviet Union. Opinions from the
panel ranged from Dialer's feeling
that "Perestroika is a catalyst for
revolution,"toSimes'assertion that
"anyone who pretends he knows
what is going on in the Soviet Union
does not know what he is talking
about."
Hough said that hebelieves that
theSoviet Unionis headingtowards
a "real dictatorship," and that
Gorbachev "let the republics go wild
so he could take full power" and
"prove to the Russians that if they
have full democracy it will cause
the breakup of the Union."

audience that the situation in the
Soviet Union is far better than we
are inclined to think."
Simes spoke on the position of
the Soviet Union towards Eastern
Europe.
"Eastern Europe is gone as far
as the Soviet Union is concerned.
Rule of Eastern Europe for many
years was based on intimidation,
which is no longer there," said
Simes. Simes said the Soviet Union
is moving "in the direction of
democracyand a market economy."
Questions from the audience
addressed the issues of the
contradiction of a more dictatorial
and a more centralized economy,
the future of NATO and the Baltics.
Government
department
members said they hope that this
forum will become an annual
event.Q

Quote Of The Year

"I think it is a change in a very positive dierection. We could make
intranvuralsthrive."Dean of Residential LifeJoyceMcPhetres-Maisel,
in September,about the then new 1-PLAY system.

Quote Of The Decade

"I come from a demonstrable family, and I have always been as
discrete as I could, but I very often in my 17 years in medicine hug
patients if they -1 feel warmly to them,or they put their arm - hand
on my -1 mean my arm - my hand on their arm or something if I'm
talking to them. It's an instinctual thing." Dr. William Bennett
explaining his "bedside manner" during an interview with MPBN
radio last May.

Colby s Watson Fellows Prep are For J ourne ys
Jennifer Scott
FEATURES EDITOR
Next year, two Colby grads will be taking
a yearoff to travel,but thatdoesn't mean that
they won't also be hard at work. Seniors
Meredith Post and Robert Scott Jr. are this
year's recipients of the prestigious Watson
Fellowships. Post will be traveling to India
and Thailand to study attitudes toward s
physical disabilities and Scott will go to
Austria and England to study classical guitar.
The Watson Fellowships have been
awarded annually since 1969 and support
independent foreign research and travel for
recent college graduates. This year, grants
totalling more than $975,000 were made to 76
graduating seniors from small colleges and
universities across the country. Grant recipients recieve a stipend of $13,000 unless accompanied by a dependent,in which case the
amount is $18,000.
The grants support a year of unfocused
study and experience in a field in which the
recipient has demonstrated the potential for
leadership. Some of this year's Watson Fellows arc currently studying such diverse
topics as AIDS in Rwanda, t he consequences
of Agent Orange in Viet nam , and refugee
camps in Austria.
"The application process is just brutal,"
said Scot t, "If they don't think you're absolutely obsessed, they're not even going to
consider you."
Candidates for the grant must write a

proposal explaining what they want to do
and why they're qualified for the program.
Recommendations from professors and hi gh
academic standing are also part of the application process. After multiple interviews,
Colby narrows the pool of applicants down
to four graduating seniors and then the National Watson Commitee selects two from
those four.
Post, an East Asian studies maj or, had
been looking for a way to combine her fascination with the Far East with her life-long
interest in the handicapped. "I've always
been interested in working with people with
disabilities. My sister is severely learning
disabled and I directed a camp last summer
for multiply disabled teenagers and I've
worked at camps like this previous
summers...Beingalonein Thailand and India
and volunteeringat different facilities should
really helpto focus my interest toward s what
I want to do when I get back."
Fellows are required merely to hand in a
financial statement at the end of their year
abroad, there is no mandatory paper or project. "I really gat to do whatever I want to do,"
said Post, "which is exciting and also a little
scary. There's nobody there to hold your
hand along the way. But I'm really excited
because it's a perfect way to combine my
interest in East Asia and India and my interest in thedisahlcd.I'm very h onored, it should
be a formative experience."
Scott, who "can't remember a time when
I wasn't playing the guitar/' plans to spend
the first several months of his Watson experience studying with his performance coach
in Vienna. He will be spending most of Ms

time working on a concerto by British composer, Lennox Berkeley. Scott had planned
on working directly with Berkeleybut quickly
had to shift gears when Berkeley died this
January. Scott now plans to work with
Berkeley's son in London while preparing to
give concerts across Europe.
"I really hoped I'd get this fellowship,"
said Scott, "It's a year alone with no outside
influences and I'll be sure after a year that it's
my music. I'll know when I play that I can

only attribute the results to myself and the
work I've done."
"I want to get a step further as a
quitarist," explained Scott, "I want to get
away from worrying about the technical stuff
and start working on the expression of the
performance and my own personal expression that I want to relate through my performance. The challenge of classical guitar is
to live up to what the composer wanted to get
across through the piece."Q

CONGRATULATIONS TO GRADUATES! |
j JOE, CAROL AND THE GANG AT JOKAS'
WISH EVERYONE A GREAT SUMMER.
DON'T FORGET TO BRING IN THOSE
LONG-LOST TAPS. STILL PLENTY OF
IN-HOUSE SPECIALS. COME IN
AND CHECK THEM OUT!
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The Lighter Side

Expected Summer Changes
By Jeremy Carver

continuing and flaunting the
COMMENTARY
existence of exclusive, elitist tenure
positions which Colby hopes to
School's coming to a close, become the national leader in
everyone's acting nicey-niceyto eradicating.
each
other,
and
the
administration would just
loveto send us allhome full of
smiles and wonderful stories
to tell to" our parents and
friends.
Not so fast. This isn't
gonna bea rerun of last spring,
when everyone left the
campus teary-eyed and
sentimental,only to come back
in the fall and find several
changes made to campus life
without popular student
consent.
Oh no, this year things are
gonna be a little different.
For the past several weeks
gone
deep-deep
I've
undercover , disguised as a
CONDOM
MACHINES
maintenance man , a Head REMOVED
Resident,and as Deanof Students
The administration plans to y>ut
Mark Serdjenian to research what an end to certain accepted, social
the administration has planned norms existing at Colby, such as
for this summer.
"No one is ugly after 2 am," or the
For the most part it's not a ignominious "'walk of shame', the
pretty picture, folks, but you sad, disheveled, demeaning return
deserved to be informed. In the to one's own residence hall the
-spirit of Watergate and the Iran- following morning"(Task Force on
Contra Affair , 1 present to you the Status of Women and issues of
Colby's Secret Summer Agenda: Gender:' Final Report and
Recommendations, lines 1398I-PLAY ABOLISHED
1400) .
In efforts to wipe out the last
Thus, to make students think
remainders of the fraternity twice about what they're doing late
scourge on campus, I-PLAY will on weekend nights, the condom
become history. In its place will machines will be removed as a
be P-PLAY, an all-sports league means of stemming any sexual
for professors and their families. urges.
But, professors beware: teams
in their place, to further stem the
will be organized by department tid e, will bea set of three telephones
rather than by personal choice in and a sign encouraging students to
order to prevent stacked teams of utilize them when most sexually
tenured professors from driven.
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MONUMENT TO BE
ERECTED ON ROBERT'S
ROW
One of the reasons I had
misgivings about disclosing
¦my report was that not all of
the changes to be made this
summer are necessarily bad
ones.
In efforts to better relations
with the student body, the
administration will construct
a monument where the roped-off
area now stands in the middle of
the row, dedicating it to those
mud-volleyball p layers who
destroyed the grass in the firstplace last spring.
A design has already been
selected from among hundreds
of entries, modelling the MudVolleyball Monument closely
after the Iwo Jima monument in
Washington D.C..
Expected is a striking
depiction of mud-soaked
students valiantly pushing up a
volleyball net while Colby
security guards rapidly close in
on them brandishing soap and
shampoo.
In efforts to recreate the scene
as accurately as possible, those
original mudders willbegranted
amnesty in return for rolling
around in the mud and modelling
for the artist.Q
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photo by Hilary Robbins
Dean Robert MacArthur shows his senseof humor.

By Andrea Krasker
STAFF WRITER

You can't say the Deans don't
have a sense of humor.
Sometime during last Tuesday
afternoon , while Dean of Faculty
Boh McArthur was out of his office,
an Irish landscape painted b y Mrs.
McArthur was removed from the
wall outside the dean's office, and
held for ransom.
In its place wasa list of demands
calling for all students to join ROTC
and asking McArthur to purchase
another VW bus, paint peace signs
on it, cover it with "Question
Authority" stickers, and never cut
his hair again, among other requests.
The notice threatened that the
"lovely work of art" would not be
returned until McArthur met all the
listed demands. The list was signed
Shawn Crowley and Katie Kaliff,
but in a memoad dressed to Dean of
the College Earl Smith, McArthur
indicated that he believed Tom
Sherry and Dan Spurgin to be
responsible.
The memo, which McArthur
threatened to send if the painting
was not returned by 4:30
Wednesday April 25, asked for the
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removal of Sherry and Spurgin's
namesfrom the commencement list,
stating that "their recent behavior
has made it impossible for them to
graduate with their class."
Spurgin denied involvement.
"I'm saddened that a man I
respect so deeply as Bob McArthur
would n't believe myself arid Tom
Sherry," said Spurgin. "We didn't
perpetrate this dastardly act."
McArthur said he negotiated
w^fh Sherry and Spurgin in an effort
to have the painting returned, but
found the demands to be
"unreasonable."
The painting reappeared on the
wall of the office some time this
weekend and McArthur sent a note
thanking Sherry and Spurgin for its
safe return.
"I was very pleased to see it
back," said McArthur.
Spurgin was less satisfied with
the outcome of the incident.
' "We had to suffer through the
duress of these false accusations
and the threat of losing our
graduation privileges. I think the
administration owes Tom and I a
written apology and mayfce a sum
of money no less than- $1000,"
Spurgin said. "I don't think this is
the end/'Q
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Painting Found

The first telephone will link
students with their mothers; the
second with their high school
sweethearts, and for those truly
convinceki that the date in their
room is good-looking, the third
telephone will connect mem
with God.
Good luck in feeling good
about yourself after talking to
one of those three.
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Echo Is Hiring For
Next Semester
Pick-Up An Application At The Echo
Office In The Basement Of Bob's They 're Tacked Right On Our Door.
You Don 't Have To Go Abroad Next
Semester To Discover New Worlds.
Just Work For The Echo .
You Haven 't Seen Colby Until You've
Watched The Sunrise From A
Windowless Room In the Bowel's Of
Roberts Union At 3 a.m.

Coveted Applications

Are Due In The Echo
Office By Frida y At 4 p.m.

Roach Watch

<E cf io f trthwes Dana Visited By Pest Patrol
By Deborah Fuller

ASST. NEWS EDITOR

By Doug Morrione
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It was twenty years ago this
May thatacrowdof 2000 students
at Kent State University gathered
to - protest the United States"
involvement in Vietnam.
In the incident, the National
Guard was sunrimoned" and the
resulting tensions left four
innocent bystanders dead and ten
wounded. This 'tragedy was the
most publicized of the student
demonstrations, nationwide and
it served as a catalyst for other
demonstrations across the
country.
Colby was iio exception. The
anti-Vietnam movement reached
Mayflower Hill in the spring of
1970. Protests began and academic
life took a back seat to .a surge of
demonstrations.
Respondingto PresidentNixon'ssendingof troops into Cambodia,
the National Student Association called for a student strike across the
nation. Colby students joined in the strike and responded with their
own non-violent protest, abstaining from classes. Three hundred
students marched from the campus to the town post office carrying
four coffins in a salute to the students killed at Kent State. The coffins
were laid at the base of the flagpole outside the post office. After the
flag was lowered to half-mast, an argument with the Waterville
postmaster, who threatened to call the National Guard, ensued. The
Waterville police arrived and both parties relaxed and order was
restored.The flag was raised back to full mast.
But the protests continued and courses Were not attended for
several days.Eventually classed resumed for those who chose to go,
but faculty graded only on a pass-fail basis. The strike ended with the
school year,but finals were not given as a result of the massive amount
of uncovered course rnaterial.Q

CER Can Helo
But You Have To Make The Call

"*

"Students are a little wary of
calling us," he said. "I don't think
they understand that if we come,
With officers patroling the it's confidential."
campus in their uniforms night and
CER may he called for anything
and
Security
isa
familiar
day,Safety
from 'emotional distress to sports
source of campus aid to everybody. injuries to car accidents on campus
But there is a less visible grou p of 44 to drug overdose, although Harris
Colby students who are also says the vast majority of calls are
available around the clock to help alcohol-related.
with physical or even emotional
"We are a basic, life support,
crises on campus.
first response group/'said Harris.
They are the EMT's (Emergency
While most of the volunteers
Medical Technician) and other expect to pursue a medical careerat
volunteers who compose the club some point, the volunteers are
known asCER,or ColbyEmergency certified through a 120 hour class,
Response.
for which Colby does not give
According to the Assistant academic credit.
Director of Training, first year
CER also puts each of* their
student Skip Harr is,EMT's have 24 volunteers on trial via "mock runs "
hour shifts during which they are where EMT's are called to a false
to remain on campus and abstain emergency and are given feedback
from alcohol ,
and suggestions.
The volunteer student must go
EMTvoLunteers'typicallydonate
atthebegihningofhisor her shift to about 48 hours a month of their
the CER office in Dana and pick up time, which equals two shifts.
a medical package,a radio, an d a
"Our EMT's are not upset if
beeper.
they are called out in the middle of
Th e beepers arc connected to the night; they're probabl y up
security, the health cen ter, the anyway. We can't help people if
switchboard, and sometimes the they don 't call us,"said Harris.
d eans, although the EMT' s are
Al though he agreed that recent
prevented by a vow of campus t ension over fra t ern ity
confidentiality from revealing i ssues could have ma de th i ngs
information on the person in need worse than they were, Harris said
to any of these people when CER is that they probably should have
first called.
gotten more calls than they did.
CERreceivesannverageof seven
"With the amount of drinking
calls a week, which Is down from goingon,our EMT's should by busy
what it was in the past. Harris all night/' he said.
believes it's due to the abolition of
Future plans lor CER include
fra ternities and to the recent offering free courses in CPR and
increase in non-alcoholic events on other life saving techniques for
campus.
Colby studentsQ.
By Krista Stein
STAFF WRITER

Dana Dining Hall is infested
with German cockroaches,
according to Ralph Blumenthal,
supervisor at Waltham Chemical,
the college's roach treatment
company.

inspections and treatments,
Waltham Chemical "bombs"Dana
Dining Hall over breaks.Treatment
can include the use of baits and
non-toxic monitors in addition to
spraying.
"They'd come in more if they
thought there was trouble,"
Attenweiler said.

is part of the reason I started the
Quality Assurance Inspections,"
said Attenweiler.
She said her main concerns are
the cleanliness of the dining room,
the safety of the food and the
personal habits of the employees.
The
inspections
check
cleanliness and organization of the

p hoto by Cathy Palmer

Sure, but was that with roaches or without?

I don t think there is a food
operation that doesn't have a few
cockroaches," said Director of
Dining Services Mary Attenweiler.
"Once you have a few in the
building, it is almost impossible to
get rid of them/'
The most recent roach activity,
according to Blumenthal, was
discovered last month in the front
serving line, the stockroom and
under the ice machine.
During earlier monthly
inspections this year, technicians
from Waltham Chemical found
activity in the dishwasher room,
serving line and bakery, behind the
fire alarm box and around the salad
bar.
"I suppose the activity level is
not especially high," said
Blumenthal. "There is more
infestation than I'd like to see."
"I'm not really sure what the
problem is," said Blumenthal. "It is
going to take some research."
"I don't think that we are ever
going to be rid of these things,"said
Dana Manager Joe Levine. "Thebest
you can do is control it and I think
we do."
In addition to the monthly

Dana passed the Maine State
Bureau of Health Inspection in
March and October.
-The
establishment received 9 demerits
in March and 9 demerits last fall .
"If an establishment has 12 or
more demerits than it is considered
a failure of inspection," said State
Sanitarian Laurie Davis.
According to the March report,
food storage in Dana is
overcrowded, protection is poor,
equipment is in disrepair and
sanitationtemperaturesare not high
enough.
The October inspection reported
similar problems with food storage
and protection and the mechanical
dishwashing process, The
inspection also pointed out poor
hygienic practice among personnel
and dirty facilities.
"I'm very comfortable saying
that food is always covered in the
coolers," said Attenweiler.
"Occasionally someone will put
something in that is not."
To maintain the high standards
which Attenweiler expects, she
conducts Monthly Quality
Assurance Inspections. "There is
always more that you can do. That

storerooms,dining rooms,mop sink
area, dishroom, serving lines,
coolers 'and freezers' and kitchen,
along with •" fefre'cki'rtg thb ' overall
department image.
"In general, I think things are
real good," said Attenweiler. She
said that, in an effort to initiate
improvement, her inspections are
quite rigid; she is more critical than
thestate. "Ihavetobeoverlycritical.
It is my job."
"For the most part, the
inspections are always tough," said
Levine, who accompanies
Attenweiler on her inspections each
month. "Mary doesn't come over to
find things correct."
Attenweiler said that the rules
in Dana regarding the reuse of food
are the same as any other
establishment. AH food put in the
cooler must be identified and
labeled with the ori ginal
preparation date. Foods may be
reheated once and used for two
days.
, "Never to my knowledge has
therebeenan outbreakof food-born
illness here at Colby," said
Attenweiler. "I think this is pretty
impressive."Q

Takecare
of yourself.
For peace of mind, you need to take care of your body.
We offer full service reproductive health care provided
by female practitioners, Call us today,
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Babies hy choice, not chance,
Waterville, Skowhegan, Pittsfield and Jackman.
87J-2122 or 474-8487

Stu-A Budget

Few Clubs Overspend; Ziggy Looms Big

deficit this year's administration inherited
from previous administrations,Dumas said.
By Chris Anderson
To chip away at the amount Stu-A owes
STAFF
WRITER
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the college, this year's officers agreed to pay
The successof the upcoming ZiggyMarley back $10,000 a year for the next three years.
concert will determine whether or not Stu-A But that $10,000 is money which would
runs in the red thisyear. But as of AprillO,ten normally be allocated to clubs, Dumas said.
"Chibs have been asking for money all
Stu-A funded clubs had already overspent
their budgets or were dangerously close to yearv but because of the $10,000,1can't give it
doing so, according to Stu-A Treasurer Matt to them," Dumas said. "All clubs are in
Dumas.
pretty good shape compared to the past."
Some clubs - which have done things
The Oracle, Junior Class, Debate team,
B.A.R., Coffee House, Colbyettes, above what was expected of them - are given
Photography club,Potterydub,Geology club permission to overspend, according to
and Economics club, had all either overspent Dumas.
their budgets or were within "$10 or $15" of
But Dumas said the success of the May 4
doing so, and were put on special watch, Ziggy Marley and the Melody Makers
Dumas said.
concert- which cost Stu-A $33,000 plus
Accountsof all clubswereformally closed additional money for promotion- would
last Monday, so bills will be in by the end of finallydeterminewhetheror notStu-A incurs
May, Dumas said. Clubs can still .spend a deficit this year.
money,but all expenditures must be cleared
"Roughly, we have about $40,000 out on
with the Stu-A office.
the limb to get Ziggy here," Dumas said.
The early closing date is set "to discourage "The Ziggy concert will make or break us by
clubs that have some money left from going thousands of dollars."
out and buying t-shirts,sweatshirtsand steak
Dumas said he is not concerned that the
dinners," Dumas said.
tickets were only half sold=out by the start of
The strict control of Stu-A funds is part of the week and expects there to be a number of
an attempt to lower the $30,000 Stu-Abudget last minute sales.

Dumas said. Clubs that have not yet turned
in their budgets are encouraged to do so as
soon as possible. Dumas said he expects the
new budget to be basically the same as this
year's with a few shifts in priority.Q

Club budget proposals for next year were
due Monday. Any club that didn't turn their
budget in by that date will be put as a lower
priority when funds are allocated by Dumas
and nextyear/ sStu-Atreasurer,Candi Green,
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Matt Dumas releaseshis strangle hold on Stu-A accounts to makesa point.
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Name

Title

William Cotter
H, Ridgely Bullock

President
Chairman of
the Board
Vice Chairman
of the Board
VP for Academic
Affairs & Dean of
Faculty
Administrative VP
Secretary
VP for Development
& Alumni Relations
Treasurer
Dean of Admissions
& Financial Aid
Dean of the College
Dean of Students

Gerald'J Holtz
Bob McArthur
Stan Nicholson
Sid Farr
Rand y Helm
Doug Reinhardt
Parker Beverage
Earl Smith
Janice Seitzinger
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Miriam Bennett
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Douglas Archibald
Jean Bundy
Jan Hogendorn >.
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83,000

19,686

78,000
63,000
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14,716
6,446
7,120

57,780
64,500
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53,350
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-Colby has $114,000 in state of Israel Bonds.

Sai£iri©S
Employee Benefits
8,361
8,060
8,534
19,971
7,269

-$l.l million in funds arc held by trustees.
•Colby invested $497,000 in WCE-B, educational TV.
-Colby received $36,000 in revenue from WCBB, educational TV.
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-Kleinschmidt Assoc, a consulting firm specializing in hydro-electric
facilities, industrial facilities, energy and water resources and public
works, was paid $40,708 in the 1988 fiscal year.
-Food costs for the summer, 1988 sports camps was $111,446.
"^en po°p!o audited classes in 1988-89.
-Supplies cost $6.62 million.
-Colby received $23.31 million in tuition and fees.
-Colby received $36,000 in oil royalties.
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Compensation
76,545
74,537
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Position
Biology professor
English professor
Engl ish professor
French professor
Economics professor - ^
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Officer 's Salaries

across-the-board yearly increases,
salaries reflect circumstances that
existed when the faculty member was
,
hired.
"The competitive circumstances
when we brought them (individual
faculty members) here affected their
initial salaries/ he said.
Salaries also reflect the work that is '
done at Colby through merit increases.
"Faculty members are reviewed
every three years for merit increases,"
said McArthur. "The reviews are
conducted by department or program
chairs and the outcome is translated
into a raise."
Other reasons for hiking salaries
include seniority, acting as chair of a
department, and acting as Dean of
Faculty,according to McArthur.
All faculty, well paid or otherwise,
received their salary letters last month
informing them of their salary for next
year,-which included a 4.75 percent pay
increase ?
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The Echo Looks Back

The Year In Review
1989-*90
"I WOULD-PLAY"
If They'd Only Let Me

Last summer a group of faculty and administrators
changed the I-Play system that forced all teams to be
based on residence hall. After an unsatisfactory fall
season an all campus forum was held to discuss the
system. A student proposal was made this spring to
restructure the system so friend s could play together,
but despite passing both the Student Affairs Committee
and President's Council, the resolution remains tabled
pending administrative approval. (C.A.)

Colby Char ged
With Price Fixin g

Colby College and other members of the Overlap
Group, an organization made up of financial directors
and presidents from New England colleges and
universities, were brought under fire by the U.S. Justice
Department last fall. The members of the Group have
been charged with fixing tuitions, faculty salaries and
financial aid packages. The anti-trust division of the U.S.
Justice Department is currently investigating all monetary
records of the Overlap Group. (J.M.)

Book Burnings ,
Well, Almost

Bennett Cleared ,
Leaves Colby Anyway

Colby physician William Bennett - the subject of
state-wide headlines last year after several female
students lodged complaints of inappropriate conduct
against him - resigned from his post in March . In a split
decision of the Maine Board of Registration in Medicine
this fall, Bennett was found innocent of charges he
inappropriately kissed and touched female patients,but
the doctor was unable to restore campus confidence,
according to school officials. Bennett will be entering
private practice in Waterville. (K.M.)

If You Think We're
Pa ying For That...

• The administrations proposed five-hundred dollar
study abroad fee - to be app lied to all students
participating in non-Colby abroad programs - was
skewered by the President's Council and will not ba
implemented next year. Members lambasted the
proposed feeas unjustifiable and unfair to those wanting
to pursue more varied study abroad options. (K,M.)

jeopardy , According to Mannochi, a large
part of the funding for t he project s ha s come
from Colby overseer Ellen Haweeli, A Wall
Street options trader and member of the class
of 1969, Haweeli was so impressed with the
media projects that she donated $25,000) to
the Women's St u di es Program, $3,000 of
which was to be earmarked for t ho projects
themselves.
But, this reliance on an external source to
keep tho media projects alive haa madc their
continuation from year-to-year somewhat

In March the administration decided to make.the
COOT program mandatory for all classes from the class
of '94 on. The decision was later repealed because the
administration felt it had acted too hastily. This year's
The one cigarette vending machine on campus is located COOTswillall be optional four day trips. Thepossibility
in the street of the library and remains as of mandatory COOTs is still being discussed. (A.K.)
evidence of a co mpromise between administrative
decision makers and students. In early October the
administration announced that all machines would soon be
After minors were allegedly served alcohol at the
removed from campus. The President's council was
Lovejoy
Convocation on November 3, Colby lost its
disappointed with the decision because they felt it was an
issue affecting the students and,therefore,the students should liquor license from April 10 to 23. The suspension
have been involved in the decision. By mid-November and affected the Spa and Seiler's catering ability. (A.K.)
after lengthy discussions between the President's Council
and Administrative Vice President Stan Nicholson, the
agreement to leave that one machine in the library
Lesbian separatist Ana R. Kissed's controversial
appearance at the Coffee House- from which men were
was'reached. (D.F.)
barred - sparked questions about whether meetings
excluding certain groups should be permitted on
campus. (GA.)

I'll Huff And I'll Puff

No Beahs In The Spa
Kissed Goes Off

Unprepared In An
Emer gency

National Condom Week,went almost unnoticed at Colby,
except by residents of the Heights, who had the one empty
condom machine on campus that week. (A .K.)

A class of'89 alum was fired from the ColbyBookstore
last summer for giving a printout of the books slated to
be used academic classes to the store's competition, the
newly opened Iron Horse bookstore.
Jeff Winkler '89 was fired fro m the bookstore in an
incident that was to iuel fire behind the two book
suppliers. Bookstore officials called Iron Horse owner
and f ormer Colby German professor Peter Nutting
unethical. Nutting said the bookstore was trying to
thwart competition - and the "bookstore wars" - had
begun. (K.M.)

Media
Continued From Page 1

Blowing In The Wind

Easy Access Party
Prompts Poster Wars

Bre aking Up
The Brothers

Three underground frats fell this year, one through
a "bungled pledging incident and two voluntarily.
Sanctions were issued against the 67 members of the
Lambda Chi Alpha" fraternity after a Lambda pledge
d ocument landed in the hands of college administrators.
The LCAs disbanded, but senior LCA's will be barred
from Commencement exercises and sophomore and
junior LCAs are suspended for the fall semester 1990-91
as punishment for their fraternity involvement.
Following the Lambda incident President William
R Cotter issued a statement promising to furthermore
suspend for one year any Colby student found to be a
fraternity member.Just recently the Delta Kappa Epsilon
(DKE) and Tau Delta Phi (TDP) fraternities also
disbanded, but quietl y, voluntarily, and with no
administrative involvement. (K.M.)

Issues of sexism on campus ignited in February when
several students hosted an "Easy Access II" party. Two sets
of anonymous signs were posted around campus in response
to the party.
Erin Coyle '90 and Janet Boudreau '90 , along with two
other students, later claimed responsibility for the first set
which announced that they were "offended and insulted." by
the idea of the party.
The second set of signs, which remain' anonymious,
responded using "homophobic and sexist" statements.
Dean of Faculty Bob McArthur and Dean of the College
Earl Smith, along with several professors and administrators
wrote a letter to the Colby community denouncing sexis mon
campus and saying that the issue should be dealt with by all
Former Echo news editor, WMHB sports
members of the community. (J.M.)
commentator and character on campus Larry Rocca
certainly left his mark before finishing up his studies at
the end of January.
Rocca was fired several times during the year by
With operating costs of $10,000 last year, the jitney was MHB for inappropriate remarks made over the air
called "out of control" by college administrators and put on during his Sportsrap talk show and broadcasts of
a regular schedule with fixed times and stops. No longer a sporting events, and in January took the radio station
"free taxi service," as some had called it, statistics riders hip of before J-Board.Rocca won that case and was reiftstated ,
the new service are expected at the end of the semester. (C.A.) only to be fired for the last time at the end of January for
calling his competition - local D.J , and sports
commentator Mike Violette - at home and putting his
wife on the air without her knowledge.
The Task Force on the Status of Women and Issue s of
The incident was covered in an article by Maine
Gender composed a 44-page draft of it's report of the status Times, in which Rocca called Violette "retarded ."
of women at Colby complete with recommendations for
Since then, Rocca has been awarded a first prize
improvements. Concern about campus sexism was first award for investigative journalism by a national
raised last May following a rally on the steps of Miller Library scholastic press association. He'll be backon campus for
and reasserted after February's "Easy Access II"party, whose Senior Week and Commencementexercises. Watch out.
name some felt was sexist. (C.A.)
<K.M.)

Rocca To Return

Jerkin ' With The Jitne y

This Year 's 'Ism

questionable. Mannochi is looking to the
administration for continued support.
"I hope the administration, after the
Haweeli money runs out, will continue to
fund this course fully and that if they don't
that all the former students of the course will
make their feelings [about the course]
known," she said. The administration does
not current ly prov id e full fun ding for th e
media projects.
Theprojects are slated to be shown Friday,
May 11at 7pm in Given auditorium. Prizes
in Women's Studies will be awarded that
evening.Q

Frats

Continued From Page 1

yonr shoulder for the administration, but it

was bad lookingover yourshouldcr forother
stu d en ts an d hal l staff for the last 2 years."
The brothers said they felt little or no
pressure to join their frats. All said they
wished the administration had been more
consistent in their dealings with the
fratern ities.
"(Fouryearsagoj itwasajoke. Everybody
t hought the administration was a joke," sai d
a seniorTDP. "I feelgyped that wegot caught

in the transition."
For the f u t ure, the graduating brothers
said they expect frats to die at Colby, but
don'tscethedemiseofthe fratsasthecure for
Colby's social life problems.
"Things will still get yelled and stupid
things will still get done, there just won't b e
any greek letters around,"said a senior DKE.
"What we're proud of is that we did it
(disbanded ) on our own,"added his DKE exbrother. But "if we gave the names it would
bel i keg ivingin to theadministration.That's
the last thing we want to do."Q
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FOCUS: Power and Influence At Colby

Senior Staff Starting To Share

make the decisions at Colby,
sometimes without student input.
But increasingly, senior staff is
The 1989-1990 academicyear has taking the voice of the student into
been a year of change and account.
"I think that
this year there has
been a better
sharing of power
between
the
Administration
and the students,"
said Smith. But
"the power at
hasn't
Colby
changed...the
President still
makes
the
decisions."
The structure
of the 1-play
system wasoneof
's
administration
Hcho Hk photo
s
of
first
decision'
Dean of the College Earl Smith is listening.
the year.
Administrators and faculty
controversy at Colby. Senior staff
and administration continue to members restructured the system
. By Andrew Stanley
STAFF WHITER

last summer without student
representation. The new I-play
system has been called a failure by
many and has received a great deal
criticism from within the student
body. Despite student proposals
foranewl-playsystem, senior staff
has yet to okay any changes.
Student outcry alsofollowedthe
administration's decisions to
removethecigarettemachinesfrom
campus,institute a $500junior year
abroad fee, and make COOT
mandatory.
The President's Council
convinced Senior Staff to stop
removal of the cigarette machines.
Members also got Eustis to wait on
COOT changes and delay the JYA
fee for at least a year. The council
proved itself to be the main voice of
the student body on these issues,
according to Smith.
There has been excellent
student leadership, not just in the
Presidents' Council, but at the
Commons level as well," Smith

said.
Not all of
the decisions
madebysenior
staff
and
administration
came under
criticismbythe
student body.
The formation
of a task force
on
sexism,
continued
support
of
the task force
on racism,and
the
recent
decision on
punishment

for the Lambda Colby 's power structure will changeagain next year to
Chi
Al pha -include returning Dean of Students J anice Armo Seitzinger

members involved student input.
There have also been several
decisions -that were madeby student
organizations, but were called for
by the administration. One of these
was the restructuring of the alcohol

Student Government

Next Time, Ask Them First
mm
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policy at Colby, made by Stu-A in
conjunction with the Presidents
Council. The call for restructuring
was started by the administration
with support from parents and
faculty.Q

Power
Breakf ast
By Paul Apple
STAFFWRITER

Influence:: the power to affect others.

photo by Cathy Palmer
The 1989-90 Student Association Executive Committee:A Vocal Crowd. (From left to rig ht) Scott Osborne, Matt Dumas, Michelle Tup esis,Tom
Sherry, Dan Spurgin,and Pam Bove.

as somewhat of a surprise afte r student overspent their budgets this year. They have
government/administrative cooperation to face the music with Dumas, and they'll
earlier in the year. Issues such as revamping probably never overspend again.
*
Next year's Stu-A President Shawn
Once upon a time,Colby's administration the alcohol policy and the decision to let one
ran Colby. Students didn 't always like what cigarette machine remain on campus were Crowley and Vice President Katie Kaliff are
getting a jump on things for next year. Newly
they did, but it was usually easiest to let decided to the satisfaction of all.
selected
Farlimentarian Bryan Chase and
Students have been discovering their own
things slide. But that was then and this is
Secretary
Jen Flynn round out next year's
power to affect campus issues,
now.
Perhaps the biggest success of student Stu-A exec.
Under Stu-A President Tom Sherry and
in maicmg trteir cnoices, Crowley and
government
this year has been increasing the
Vice President Dan Spurgin, students have
Kaliff
weren't thinking about who their pals
been taking a stand , and the administration profile of student leaders.
were,
but
who would do the best job. That's
Now people know that student
has been listening. They have to - the student
government is a force to be contended with. a tough temptation to resist and more than
voice is now too loud to ignore.
Cut while it seemed that student outcry As a result, student elections were very one set of toes is likely to feel stepped on.
But, it should be worth it.Hopefully,every
could often check the administration, the competitive, and active campaigning took
memberofnextyear'sexoc
will become highly
higher-ups have, so far,insisted on their own place throughout campus. A record number
way on the I-PLAY issue. Developed by of students voted,and in theelection'sbiggest involved with issues on campus. While
students and approved by everyone from the surpr ise, a write-in candidate, Candi Green, reacting to campus issues and opinions are
Presidents' Council to the Student Affairs received the studen t vote for Stu-A Treasurer, important, they should also bring to the
Also in the "w" column , we finall y have a forefront issues that students haven 't
Committee, the administration has simply
concert scheduled. And if Ziggy Marley is a considered yet,
stonewalled the new plan.
Along with the President's Council, this
After working so hard developing the sell-out, Stu-A won't even lose money for the
crowd
will continue to toll the administration
's
"if"
but
we'll
a
big
let
it
go.
year.
That
comprom ise I-PLAY system, Presidents'
what
students
think. They will continue to
The continued all-campus forums are still
Council should bea ngry at theadministration
and they should take drastic steps to a good idea. Of course, more publicity and flex the collective student muscle for us. And
maybe, just maybe, in the end we'll play 1demonstrate their unhappiness. Last fall, a better timing will help for next year.
PLAY
the way it's supp osed to be played Treasurer
Ma
tt
Dumas
has
c
o
n
ti
nu
ed
t
o
boycott of I-Play wasn't a good idea. Now it
with
friends
and for fun. Then again, Ukeep a strangle hold on club spending. He
is.
PLAY
has
kind
of a nice ringU
The administrative foot dragging comes runs a tight ship and only ton clubs have
By Alisa Attardi
COMMENTARY

Webster gave a fairly simple definition
of what influence means, but the idea
becomes more complex when you think
about the influence of the Office of the
Dean of Students. The traditional role of
the Deans'Office,serving in loco parentis,
as the stern aut horitarian went by the
wayside years ago, but these
administrators do have animportant role
in influencing students.
"Our responsibilities are not as much
about enforcing rules as about servicing
student needs. Discipline is a small pari
of what we do," said Assistant Dean
Joyce McPhefres-Maisel when asked to
characterize her position.
On Wednesday mornings, Assistant
Dean M ar k Serg i n ian , the Stu-A
Executive, and leaders from the various
commons gather to discuss issues on
campus. "It is a ready-made group of
student leaders,"said Serginian, to help
keep the Deans' office inforrrlcd about
student opinion,
Stu-A Vice President Dan Spurgin
agrees, characterising themcctingas "just
rapping about what goes on campus, It
can be real heavy,,, or not," Sometimes,
elected leaders and the Deans' office
disagree,
A recent example Was the decision
making process concerning the
intramural program. There was "ser ious
disagreement , and strong opposition
with the reps from the Deans about it,"
said Spurgin,

But Spurgin and $tu>APrcsidentTom
Sherry agree that they do not havean "us
versus them" relationship, with the
Deans' office. "Wc all seek the same
goals/' said Sherry,
McPhotrcs-Maisolsaysshehasaclcar
supervisory rpte as Pean of Residential
Life virlth students who serve as hall*
staff, tvWto the Deans' role with ejected
student leaders Is different, ,
One of the hardest jobs of Spurgin's
tdhurehasbcehdiaagj'celrt^ with n dean,
"It's d v<Sry<ihfttlcmjgirtg th}ng for any
student leader .to contradict eomcone in
thti D^ns' Oflflw/* tic said, but, "it's not
Dean Continued. On P<ige 18 >
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K eep The Ball Rollin g
This pastMonday (4/30), an article appeared in the
Boston Globe detailing the results of a study of the social
and intellectualhealthof American colleges. Theresults
were disappointing, but not surprising.

Racism, bigotry, sexism, and alcohol and drug abuse were among
some the most prominent maladies plaguing institutions today. The
study also found that there was a "general lack of institutional loyalty and
campus-wide participation by students."
Two or three years ago,this study could have very easily characterized
the state of affairs among the students at Colby. But, while we still have
lingering pockets of hate and apathy, this is no longer the norm.
Over the past year, student life has been- invigorated by devoted
campus leaders and students who,if they don't like a situation, finally get
up and do something to change it. Now, as one quarter of the student
population prepares to leave Mayflower Hill, it is up to those who are still
here to maintain the intensity which has been built, and continue working
to make Colby a more tolerant, more inclusive, and generally more
interesting place.
Tom and Dan and crew at Stu-A have devoted their year to making
student government respectable and more effective. The members of the
Presidents Council have taken their jobs seriously and have affected
lasting change in the way student voice is heard .
Starting last year with the awareness day on racism, and continuing
through 1989-90 with BGLAD week, Earth Week, and Black History
Month,concerted efforts havebeen madeto boost thelevelof consciousness
to vital issues affecting all of us.
Students,when they feel strongly about an issue, have found the guts
to stand up and speak their minds. From the die-ins held by the students
protesting the CIA recruiting, to the efforts by Colby Military Affairs Club
to reinstitute the ROTC program, to the circulation of a petition protesting
the exclusivity of the Ana R. Kissed lecture, members of the Colby
Community stood up for what they believe in and were aggressive at
trying to make a change.
To those underclasspeople who thought Colby has always been like
this, you should have been here three years ago when the attitude was
"this is wrong, and that's wrong, but I'll wait for someone else to do
something about it." Amazing progress has indeed been made.
But we cannot afford to let down now. There is still a long way to go.
When next year begins, it will be up to Shawn Crowley and Katie
Kaliff, the members of the Presidents Council and everyone to keep the
ball of change rolling. We have to continue working to prove that the
problems the Globe study identified as affecting college campuses do not
apply to Colby and thereby show that the apathy and -isms of the past are
just that - part of the past.

Boastin g

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Negged
As many of you know I will not
be at Colby next year (due to
decisions reached by the
Mathematics Search Committee).I
just wanted to thank all of the
students who have made my stay at
Colby very enjoyable. I wish you
thebest of luckinthefuture.Thanks.
Kevin Farrell

Colby Goin g
Conserv ativ e
I was distressed to see the
events that have occurred at Colby
recently. It seems Colby has fallen
back into . its old stubborn ways.
Why is that only minorities and
athletes have ri ghts at Colby"?
The Louise Coburn speech
contest is a fine example. One must
either have a liberal cause or be a
suffering minority to win. The
speech contest should be on the
merit of the speech, not on who
does it.
Another example is the
incident with the speaker in the
Coffeehouse. I do not appreciate
my tuition being used to support
the view of a sexist anarchist;
however, she does have the right to
speak at Colby. In my four years at
Colby, one conservative speaker
was allowed to speak and be was an
extremist even in his own party. If
Colby is such a diverse place, why
weremales notallowed to view this
feminist lunatic? If it was a sexist
male,the whole campus would have
been allowed to go or there would
be much protest.
Colby has become a radical
conservativecollege. It is onlyliberal
for those who are liberal. If Colby is
to be diverse,extremists,neo-nazis,
KKK members, anti-gay activists
should also be allowed and
encouraged to speak. If Colby does

not have the desire to do this then
they must demonstrate their
displeasure with the Coffeehouse
episode and then provide an
opposing view only for men.Fair is
fair.
Regarding the Lambda Chi
incident, Colby has finally had the
courage to enforce its five-year-old
policy. When I came to Colby in
1985 I was looking forward to a
fraternity-free environment.To my
shock and anger, they were verystrong. I was threatened on
numerous occasions by drunk
fraternity memberswho did not like
me because of who I was and what
I stood for - individualism. I was
accused of being an informant
because of my lack of interest in
joining fraternities.
The school should have been
much harder on the members of
Lambda Chi. Why should they ruin
Colby for the rest of the students
who expected a fraternity-free
environment?
What these students did was
wrong and in clear violation of a
long standing policy. They have
committed a heinous crime against
the Colby community and should
suffer for their actions in accordance
with standard punishment for such
an action.
Andrew (Marty) I. Dodge, 89

Let I-PLAY
Be I-PLAY
The R.W. Emerson quote at the
base of our flagpole asks, "...who
would not consent to die?" Aren't
we ready for a new philosophy?
Can't we ask,instead,"...who would
not consent to live, to speak their
truths, recognizing that there are a
multiplicity of truths...?"
The Socrates quote in our
catalog states,"The unexamined life
is not worth living." Who are we to
judge the value of another's life?
Through an individual's lifespan
and throughtheagesof humankind,

our potential for reflection and selfexamination fluctuates. Is it wiseto
depreciate the darkness, glorifying
only the li ght of day, or
consciousness?
Socrates also said, "There is
nothingmore valuable than a good
and faithful friend." Are we free to
choose our friends? During the past
year thel-Play regulators havetried
to govern who can be on whose
team. What if we renamed it "The
Friendship League?" I propose a
simple general guideline for the
Friendship League: anyone who
can get a team together should be
allowed to play.
Possibilities are practically
infinite. Teams might include: allseniors, all-women, all-faculty, allMary-and-Jphn-Low-residents,allEc/io-staff, all-dishroorn-workers,
and, no doubt, we'd end up with
plenty of combos.
Deregulating I-PIay,renaming
it The Friendship League, would
probably help campus unity rather
than hinder it.
I imagine that full-pageads cost
more than half-page ads. But, it
seems to me, that large ads,
multiplied by however many copies
per week, adds up to a lot of paper
(that is, TREES!!) to say something
that could be said verbally or
graphically in much less space. My
idea isthat you could enlighten your
readers AND advertisers to this fact
and could offer theoption of 10:star
ads, 5-star ads, etc. to indicate how
much space an advertiser has paid,
but how little space, they are
choosing to use. Since you seem to
be Moose fans, maybe you could
uselittle moose instead of stars.Ten
little moosemarching across the top
or bottom of a Domino's Pizza ad
would catch people s attention,
particularly if it was on a quarter
page ad. Readers would say, "Gee,
Domino's is environmentally
conscious and they're doing
something to prove it!! I think I'll
support their business!!"
Jedediah Bluebird Earth

The Top Ten List For Thi s Week: I
Ten Rumors about Graduation
10. Those owing library fines will
have to wear barcodes on their
foreheads,
9. George Bush IS really coming;
tho rejection is just a security
measure.
8, An award will be given for
perfect attendance at all student
center parties,
7. With the dipl oma , each
graduate. Will receive a rebate for

By Amy Havel
COMMENTARY

missed meal credit ,
6, An all-campus wake-up call will
be administered on graduation
morn ing, for those who tend to
oversleep.
5. The diplomas will be made of
dis integrating
and
paper
d isappear ing ink, for recycling

purposes.
4, Graduation caps will display
the person's nam e; i n t rue
Mousekeeter style.
3. Instead of the Pomp and
Circumstance,an upbeat version
of "Emotional Rescue" will be
played.
2, Hecklers from Bates will be
dispersed among the crowd.
1. Incase of rain,commencement
will be hold in Lovejoy 100.

Oh Well...
Over the past year , the Echo staff has devoted a
For All Our Rantin g And Raving In This Issue About I-PLAY, We
tremendous amount of time in an attemp t to produce a
quality newspaper , In lar ge part , we feel we have Got A Phone Call J ust As The Echo Was Going To Press To Tell Us That
suc ceeded.
The New I-PLAY System Had Been Approve d By The Administration.

In fact, so docs the American Sch olasti c Press Associat ion which
awarded the Echo with several first place honors, including outst an d ing
investigative news coverage, outstanding photography In a single Issue,
and first place with special merit for the paper in general.
For those who want to be part of this next year,come down and fill out
an application. They're due Friday.
To those who still insist on criticizing the Echo, get your heads out of
your butts and then come down and fill out an application. If you really
don 't want to fill out an application but you still want to criticize, you
could always just go screw yourself.

We Can Play Intramural s With Friends Again.
So, Take Some Of Our Comments With A Grain Of Salt. We
Couldn 't Pu ll Every Story That Referr ed To I-PLAY Out Of The Paper.
In The End , We Don't Feel Too Bad. The New System Might Have
Been Approved , But It Sure Took Long Enough.

OPINION

I Play U-PLAY

the I-Play forum first semester. Both play with friends.
Dear Steve Graber:
When I heard about U-Play 1
Being captain and right-fielder of us shared common views
this
experimental
new
of the IJ-Play team, the Cavemen, I concerning
suggested you call it "We-Play: Iam writing this letter to youbecause I-Play. Simply put,weboth thought Play with yourself, We-Play with
I feel that you should be it sucked. After the meeting you our friends," but the name is not
commended for your endeavors to came up to me and introduced important here. What is important
get a decent intramural program yourself. - We talked -for a while is the fact that Colby students can
underway. In another attempt at discussing how much we disliked play with whomever they damn
getting rid of frats, the '"people in the new system and how something well please. At last count,six teams
have signed up for U-Play. You
charge" told us last September that had to be done.
I also rememberyou tellingrne passedoutschedulesto the captains
we couldn't play intramurals with
our friends anymore. For nearly a that you were going to form your and told everyone to come. Well,
year now,Colby studentshave had own league if the administration Steve, so far, about ten games have
to put up with this ridiculous didn't stop dragging its feet on been played in your two-week old
decision concerning I-Play and for setting up an I-Play system wecould system which exceeds the total
nearly a year now, Colby students all enjoy. Well, it looks like the number of complete games played
haven't been playing I-Play. That's administration still wants to drag this year in two full seasons of 1were you stepped in and said its feet because when Stu-A finally Play.
If the administration realizes
"Enough is enough."
set up a system which pleased
almost all,theadministration shook nothing else, they must see that we
its bureaucratic head at it. So now simply want to be able to play with
Paul Ar giro
that
I-Play is still the same as it was our friends. Why should we be
CALL ME CRAZY
first semester,you came up with. U- forced to play with a team that was
I remember speaking to you at Play, a system that allows friends to
Crazy Continued On Page 18

Keeping Stress In Che ck
By Betsy Kuller
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Exam time always brings out
the worst in people.People get really
selfish and neurotic. Friendships
often go down the tubes.
Sometimes,evenl feel like punching
my fist into a window just so I can
have an excuse not to deal with the
whole thing.
Do final exams have to be this
way?
After hearing Ausch witz
survivor Judith Isaacson tell of her
struggles in the concentration camp,
I'm now wondering if I can't figure

out a way to get through my final
senior exams. Could I possibly rise
to the stressful challenge and assert
my uncertain wheels of knowledge
with more courage and streagth
than I ever imagined?
Isaacson described (among
many admirable things) how she
came to grips with her fear of death
and focused her strength on doing
everything she could to ensure her
survival and that of her family.
Maybe I can learn something from
her strength and courage.
There's good reason to believe
that in myinfinitely better situation,
I can come to grips with my fear of
failure and use that energy

previously surrendered to neuroses
and paranoia,towards achievement
and learning.
Rather than playing the victim
and dreading exams as an exercise
designated to prove me a failure, I
will look at the material in my
courses, think of the work I've put
into these classes, and focus on
studying in order to do the best I
can. With this attitude, I won't let
the issue of exams and grades turn
me into a victim,but rather a victor.
With respect to grades, I will be
able
to
declare
with
conviction..."The sky's the limit!"
Now let's hope I can take my
own good advise.Q

Control Damage
:

Wecanbe proudof ourselves.
Yes, two weekends ago we
restrained ourselvesand wreaked
less havoc on the campus than
we could have. What an
accomplishment!

Michael J . Marcello
&Christo pherJ.Ta ylor
SPAGHETTI AND WHITE
BREAD

BEBHanHBUHaaMHRoaanBanflna
As We understand it, Joyce
McPhetres-Maiseland Mark Van
Valkenburgh have awarded the
students of Colby College an
acceptable standard for weekend
damage. Apparently, it is alright
if students break a few windows
as long as they do not break too
many.
What about lamp posts?
They're not like Christmas lights:
if one gets destroyed the others
still work.
Vending machines? Smashing
the glass and stealingall the candy
out of oneis acceptable. Wrecking
two may be pushing it, but who
really ever sees Peter Joseph, the
semi-retired man who depends
on the income from the machines?
The reasons for decorating a
dorm lounge (floor to ceiling) with
newspaper are obvious, aren't
they?
Those responsible for
propelling a desk chair from Piper
to Johnson Pond should be on the
footb..., uh, track team.
B & G probably receives a
special pleasure from working
double-duty to prepare the

campus for the Return of the
Parents, P art II. So, certainly,
they appreciate the abundance
of campus damage this spring.
Should students be pleased
with themselves and their
behavior? No, they should be
disgusted.
Should they blame the
weather?
Administration
decisions? The end of the
semester?
No.
The responsibility lies in our
arrogance, stup idity, and
selfishness.
By destroying the school each
week we not only show our
disrespect for those who must
repair the damage, but also for
fellow students who awake on
weekend mornings to a replay of
the sacking of Rome.
To top it off, we're supposed
to be educated .Sure,it is perfectly
alright to let loose on the
weekends,but this is not a license
to destroy. As the writers of this
revered column leave Colby after
a four-year tenure, we hope that
future graduates will seethe same
green lawns and immaculate
campus that we most certainly
will on Commencement Day.
It would be disappointing to
return in ten years to see that
student thoughtlessness and
aggression had turned the
campus into a junkyard of broken
desks, bottles, and windows.
After all, Colby is a four year
home which deserves our
unqualified respect.Q

Parting Thoughts and Partin g Shots

Well, this is it. The last issue of
the Echo before the class of '90
graduates,before I graduate. So, as

Chi p Gavin

SWIMMING AFTER
LUNCH
this year draws to a close like a
noose around our necks, I' ve

gathered some parting thoughts
and some parting shots. Here we

5°-

DDeanofthe College,Earl "The
Mooseman" Smith, is a gem. If you
have ever wondered how Colby
functions with the students
screaming,the President in London,
the Dean of Students away, the
Health Center under fire, and the

Echo demanding justice for some
new cause, the answer is Earl Smith.
When you're paddling furiously for
shore in a sinking canoe and a
passenger starts screaming that
everyone is going to die, Earl Smith
asks them to please start bailing or
get out.
2)Somebody at Colby is clearly
asleep atthewheel,otherwise Safety

and Security Director Mark Van
Valkenburgh would have been
replaced along time ago. In fact, if
the college had listened to its own
search committee,the guy wouldn't
have been hired in the first place.
But,the collegedidn't listen and
now Colby has an F.B.I, wanna-be
as director of Safety and Security.
To give Van Valkenburgh his due,

Stude nts On The Street

he is a personable and pleasant
fellow. But he doesn't fit here.
The list of his "I'm in charge
here" maneuvers is lengthy, but
most recently his written warning
to Officer Ron Cutter for posing in
the Echo joke issue was absurd.
We listen to guys like Jimmy
Dickinson and Ron Cutter because
Gavin Contiinued On Page 18

Who has the power Colby?

Steve Hord '90
"The administration. Janice
was the strongest personality
when she was here."

Tricia Shepard '91
"I think the student
governm en t 's power is
increasing
but
the
administration has the final
word."

Tim Chr i stiansen '91.5

"I'd have to sayDean Earl Smith,
because most students know
him,an d he's associated with
most issues on campus, good
and bad , from the mascot to the
Ana R. Kissed issue."

Laura Fogarty '93

"I would assume the president
is the most powerful. From
whatl'veseen, Stu-A also hasa
lot of power. The students'
opinions matter a lot,"

Shawn Crowley '91
"You'd like to . believe that the
students dp. Students' voices
should be heard, but 3rd floor
Eusti s is where the power really
is. Earl Smith, Janice Seitzinger,
and Joyce Mc'Phetres Maisel all
have a lot ofpowcr, But the final
word is with President Cotter."

photosby LizNordby
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f M A J ith works running the gamut
m/ \/ from fear and rage to humor
W w
and hilarity, the One Acts
Festival last weekend offered a little
something for most all tastes and interests.
Notable for giving students the opportunity
to direct, act in, and produce a short play
entirely by themselves, the Powder and Wig
festival included diverse, absorbing, and
highly original works.
The first play, "Hello Out There" by
William Saroyan, about a young man in jail
for raping the girl he falls in love with,was a
well-directed, well-acted piece.
With underlying tension throughout,
director Amanda White '93 succeeded in
honestly portraying the ill-fated relationship
between the two young lovers,each of whom
searched for something "out there" to free
themfromtheirownconfined worlds.White's
direction was remarkably cohesive,and with
the help of as talented cast, her resulting
effort was at turns funny and tragic.
The second piece, "Crossing The Bar,"
directed by Bruce Villineau '93, was flat-out
hilarious.
Written by Don Nigro, the play
mmmmtmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmnmmmmmtmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm ^mmmvmmimmmmrm ^m ^mr ^^ m ^^^ v^^H
^
dealt
with
two elderly southern women
,
yhakoby
MribynGlaser
j
paying their last respects to the man each had
concertin theStwf ent
OMy*s own Towtf SpectrumJ azz presentingttmr 'Jj is t Bins?
at one time loved.
Center test Thursday night. The:p wup msmded tysp ecidguests-Tmy Gakmry,Bea
Moving along at a brisk pace,the p lay had
Street,J ohn Foss *and Cm?geG«?zone
the audience rolling from beginning to end,
s
:
as what began as simple comedy evolved

Theater Awards

(Director to Actress) Is it true? Did
you fly your lover out here to be
with you while you do this [acting!
part youfucked to get?" Honorable
ow that the year
is Mentions: DevTandon's "You must
^k f
v j \ J drawing to a close, chill," and the line uttered by a
why not single out characterin "The Houseof Bernarda
m/ \J
those
memorable Alba,"which declared that all a man
^»>
moments which painted the stage needs in life to make him happy is a
at Runnals Theater this past year? "submissive bitch."
Let's look back now arid reward
Best Performance by a Dead
these gem s,as we rundown some of Animal:
the more dubious distinctions
Tie. Kelly Caron's smushed cat
merited by Powder and Wig this in "Rhinoceros," and the little
season:
stuffed animal that spurted green
Best Perfonnance by a Human goo in "Angel City."as a Wild Animal:
Best Pep-Talk by a Director.
A collective award to the cast
To Dick Sewell, who,during the
members of "Rhinoceros" for each intermission of a performance ol
playing the title animal so "Sarcophagus," berated the
convincingly. And who'd have audience for not doing enough to
thought a rhinoceros could do the stop the production of-nuclear
box-step?
power (the play itself dealt with the
Best Attempt at Covering Up a aftermath of the nuclear meltdown
Forgotten Line:
at Chernobyl).
ToDevTandonin "Rhinoceros," . Best Performance by an Actox
who added a whole new dimension having an Orgasm while Eating:
to possible interpret ations of
To the. guy i n "The Art of
lonesco when he uttered that now Din ing,"wh o gavenew mean ing to
infamous line, "YOU MU ST the term "eating for pleasure."
CHILL!," said in a vain attempt to
calm his nerve-ridden, rhinocerosBestFemale-Seniorthreatened friend (played by Bill P c r f o r m i n g - A r t s - M a j o r
Kaufman).
Performanceby a former slave-girlBest Failed Attempt at an On- in-Salome turned Mooseprintsstage Homicide:
ndvertised-lead-actress in a Sam
This one goes to Jim Kelly in the Shepard play about Hollywood
one-act play "Water." But J ames, directed by Bill Hamilton:
you simply can't bludgeon your f attier
Jill Vollweiller in "Angel City."
to death if you keep dropp ing the
Well, there you have it. The list
hammer.
may be small, but it's quality, not
Best Performance by a Corpse: quantity, that counts. But one last
Thehands-down winner—Glen parting note—I ju st want to single
Por t er, in the one-act "Crossing the out for recognition all thoscbehindBar". He sneezed! He sang! He the-scenes peop le , fro m st age
gyrated in mid-air! But will it play managers to setdesigners (and even
i n Peoria?
dramaturges), without whom none
Best Line of the Yean
of t hese plays would h ave been
I t was close, but I have to give it possible. They'retlieoneswho have
to th is litimdingcr from "Wa t er": Awards Continued On Page 18
By Craig Appelbaum
ASST A&E EDITOR

into full-out farce- even the deceased man got
into the act.
Both Heather Bucha and Susie Margolin
wereriotousas the twoover-the-hillsouthern
belles, and looked as if they were having as
much fun as the audience. And Glen Porter,
as the object of their escapades,was probably
the most sexually precocious corpse ever to
take the stage in the Cellar Theater.
Perhaps the most noteworthy of the three
one acts presentedwas "Water,"a play written
and directed by first-yearstudent Mike Luigs.
Intended to be a "slice-of-life," the play
more than lived up to its promise. In under an
hour theaudience was exposed to alcoholism,
homosexuality, step-family relationships,
promiscuity,drugs, a murder attempt,a love
triangle-all of this and a broken-down BMW
to boot. The play wasn't bad, it simply had
too many underdeveloped ideas running
around (case in point: 49 yr. old step-father
tells his 11 yr. old stepson right out of the
blue, "I quit being a mechanic, 'cause I'm an
alcoholic, son.")
Of course, what the play may have lacked
in development it more than made up for in
its eclectic and interesting use of language
(Director to Actor: "There is a condom pulled
tightly over your ability to express yourself";
Assistant to Actress: "I can't stand bisexuals.
They ought to make up their minds.")
Nevertheless, the One Acts Festival
provided an excellent opp ortunity to
showcase some much-needed new talent on
campus. If for no other reason than this the
festival would still have been a complete
success.Q

Mean Cuisine

They Found The Place

By Chip "Carl" Smith and
John "Spalding" Hayworth
COMMEMARY
isten follcsas we sit here
writing our final Mean
aj
8
Cuisine we realize, as
<JmmmmJyou do, that we have
pretty much
saturated the
genre
of
breakfast
reviews.
Fortunately,
this is our last
article and we
were able to
locate the
"one true
eating place."
W
e
confess, this
contest has
been rigged,
for the most
part, from the
v e r y
beg i n n i ng .
When
we
started the
article last fall,
we were well
aware of the
identity of the
num b er one
restaurant in
t
h
e
W a t e r v i l l e/
Sk o w h e g a n
area.
Big G's. |
Let's face it,
we're hot fooling anyone by
tromping around local greasy
spoons at t he Echo 's expense.
However, if we t old Ch ip Gavin
this seven months ago we
wouldn 't have,had so many free

meals. Bythewaywealsosuckered
managing editor, Bobby"the kid"
Lian (the closest thing to a Mean
Cuisine Mouseketeer that we could
find). By the way Bob, there is no
Santa Claus either.
Seriously, Big G's can't he beat
on any level. Most of you have
probably already delved into Big

than liberal arts majors).
Big G's has about every
omelettecornbinationthatyoucan
imagine,as well as eggies,toasties,
and mutilated piggies. Pancakes
and French toast are also
exceptionally good.
Every breakfast comes with
homefries,(the best we've found).
The service is
excellent and
the
G's
employees
are
more
than friendly.
Acaxdingy,
we give Big
G's Five out
ofFivoStacks
of Pancakesthe first time
e v e r .
Basically we
think G's
can't be beat.
In closing we
would also
like to give
Big G's Carl
a n d
Spalding 's
1990 "Scarf
'til you barf"
award!
Finall y,
we'd like to
t h a n k
everyone
that
has
contributed
to
our

G's sandwich menu. Well bread
and "butter our muffins, Big G's has
a helluva morn ing fare as welll
Th e
por ti ons
are
brobdingnagian. (look under
Gulliver's t ravels for all you less

the last few months. By the way
nobody actually ever asked a
quest ion for "Cuisine Question
Corner". We made them up!Q
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Thursday, May 3

t t

8:00 : "Higher Education and the Pursuit of
Genuine Community in America/' Dr. Samuel
D. Proctor, Pastor Emeritus of the Abyssinian
Baptist Church and Martin Luther King Jr.
Professor Emeritus at Rutgers University
Sponsored by: Colby College Black History
Month Celebration, Ralph Bunche Symposium,
Stu-A Cultural Affairs, Student Organization
for Black and Hispanic Unity and the AllCampus Lecture Fund. Lorimer Chapel.
|8:30 :Live band in the Spa - Gigolo Runts

_____

f

Bates College(01in Arts Center):
The Senior Thesis Exhibition 1990,selected worksby Bates'graduating studioart majors will continue through May 14.
Bowdoin College(Walker Art Building):
Charles Meryon: E tchings of Paris through June 17. Tues.- Sat., 10:00 - 4:00,
Sun., 2:00 - 5:00. Paintings by Nora E. Sturges '90 and David W. Safanda '90
through May 10 in the Visual Arts Center.

j

Maine Maritime Museum(963 Washington St., Bath):
Exhibits on all phases of shipbuilding in Maine from the 1600's to the
present. Museum hours are from 9:30-5:00 p.m., admission is $5. For more
information call 443-1316.

|12:30 : Music at Midday with Peter Schultz, Colby
'74. Given auditorium.
|
8:00 : Ziggy Marley in concert. Wadsworth
|
gymnasium. Tickets $13., available at Stu-A.
office.

Icon - Contemporary Art gallery, 19 Mason St., Brunswick
Paintings and drawings by Edwin Douglass. Open weekdays l-5p.m.,
weekends by chance or appointment. 725-8157.

Saturday, May 5
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Hoyfs Cinema C enter, 250 Kennedy Memorial Drive:
Thursday there will be one evening show and starting Friday two evening
shows and two matinees. Call 873-1300 for more information.
Pretty Woman
|
Teenage Mutant N inja Turt les
|
Ernest Goes To J ail
|
...
... . .
Space I nvad ers
The Guardian

**

|

|
|

iff

Railroad Square Cinema: 873-6526
Tonight Henry V showing at 7:00p.m. and at 9:15 p.m. Directed by and
starringKermemBranagh,thefilmwasrtominated for two academy awards:
Best Actor and Best Director.
Starting Friday is Roger an d Me ,at 7:00 and 9:15, and also 1:00 on Saturday
and Sunday.

Sunday, May 6

1:00 - 3:00 : International Club Extravaganza.
International Club sponsored Picnic Lunch at
the shell with band DOAH performing (all
dining halls will be closed at this time).
3:00 : The Annual Lipman Program, co-sponsored by
the African-American Studies Program
presents: "A Celebration of Unity" with the
Zamir Chorale of Boston, Joshua Jacobson,
Music Director, and The New Temple Singers
of St. Paul's A.M.E., Cambridge, MA singing
songs illuminating the spiritual unity of
African-Americans and jews . In Given
Auditorium.
6:00 : International Club Extravaganza : Student
performers in the Student Center. International
finger foods and desserts will be served.
8:00 : Colby Symphony Orchestra, Jonathon
Hallstrom, conductor, with Bonnie Scarpelli ,
Soprano, Peter Allen, Baritone, and the ColbyKennebec Choral Society, Paul Machlin,
director present "An Evening at the Opera";
Arias and choruses from the world's bestloved operas. Lorimer ChapeL
7:30 : The Kinks in concert- Morrell Gymnasium at
Bowdoin College.

¦"
"

Colby College:
ColbyfBates Student ArtExhibition showingApril 20through May6. Museum
hours are Monday through Saturday from 10 a.m. to noon and 1to 4:30 p.m.;
Sunday, 2 to 4:30 p.m.

Friday,May 4

|jFoss Arts! 12:00 p.m. : Entertainment and food. Sign
up to help in Stu-A or in the coffeehouse.
Questions? - call Kaki Martin, 877-9362.
|8:00 : Colby Symphony Orchestra, Jonathon
Hallstrom, conductor, with Bonnie Scarpelli,
Soprano , Peter Allen, Baritone, and the ColbyKennebec Choral Society, Paul Machlin,
*
director present "An Evening at the Opera";
Arias and choruses from the world's bestloved operas. Lorimer Chapel.
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i Student recital on "Wednesday May 9 at 8:00, withmusic for flute, piano, cello

_____

1

and violin. Also, on Friday May 11, at 8:00, in . Lorimer chapel - music
per f ormed by Paul Tolo '90, violin, Andrew Richter '90, 'cello, accompanied
by Beth Hallstrom, piano and Claude Richter '92, viola, accompanied by
Jedediah Parsons,piano.

|

Composer P hili p Glass will present his film Koyaanisqatsi on Friday May 4,
at 8:00 at the First Parish Unitarian Church, Fa lmouth, as a benefit for the
Maine Audobon Society. For information about the event call Pam Smart at
781-2330.

Friday May 4 and Saturday May 5 at the Rockpor t Opera House a t 8:00
Amnest y International Group #371 and Alternative Camden Theater present
A Peasant oi El Salvador, a p lay by Pe ter Gou ld an d Step hen S tearns , with
Malcolm Howes (actor and director) and Patrice Mutchnick,musi c per f ormed
by Roberto Laignelet. (354-8509). Proceeds to benefit Amnesty International
USA.
The American Ballet East will be presenting "A Program of Con temporary
Bal let ", accompan ied by the American Ballet East Orchestra at Sta te S t ree t
Church, Portland Me., Sa t ur day May 12, at 4:00 and 8:00, an d a t Cony H igh
School, Augusta , Friday May 18,8:00 (878-3032)

TV Woody 's o» the Concourse in downtown Waterville presents live
entertainment every weekend evening. 873-3490.

Enjoy elegant diningat Joliann SebastianBach,40 Fairfield Street in Oakland. <:
465-3223.
U
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A Swan Song For Art Notes 1990
By Brent Livingston
A & E EDITOR

Street Sftow

If you've enjoyed the art display
in the Library street this year, give
credit to STU-A president Tom
Sherry.
Sherry took the initiativeto start
the program in early September.
"Artistically, I thought good
things were happening around
Colby, but nobody saw it, said

/

Sherry. "I wanted . to bring things
out where everyone could enjoy it."
"Hefirsttalked to AbbotMaeder,
directorof the Art Department,who
worked with Stan Nicholson, the
man in charge of the physical plant,
and the Colby Arts Council to
furnish the cabinets and maintain
the art displays,"Sherry explained.
The Colby Arts Council is made
up of a group of art majors who
organize various artistic events
around campus. The Colby/Bates
Art show, artwork in the Coffee

House, and the Foss Arts Festival
are a few examples of their efforts
this year. In addition, they laid out
the proposal for the Library street
display.
Next year they plan to expand
the display through the addition of
more and larger cabinets for the
exhibition of sculpture.

Foss Arts Festival

It's that time of year again! Put
on your tie-dye, take of your shoes,

MOTHER'S DAY
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and head for the lawn behind Foss
dining hall for the annual Foss Arts
Festival. The festivities will consist
of frisbee, tie-dying, Twister, and
various performances from the
excellent amateur Colby talent. Do
not miss this event on Saturday,
May 5.

membersof the Colby Chorale were
doing a whirlwind tour of France.
Zach Shapiro '92, a member of
the Colby Chorale, said, "The trip
was excellent. Everyone had a cold
but we sang well anyway."
The 45 membersof the Chorale
and the director of the organization,
Professor Paul Machlin, visited
Paris, Coutansec, and
Caen,
Chuck the Security
Bayeaux performing for a local
Guar d May Play with
crowd during the weekdays and in
the Mornin g Gnus
Catholic Masses on Saturday and
The Morning Gnus, the most Sunday.
popular band on campus,came into
The audiences the Chorale
being last Spring when they performed for were usually large
performed for a benefit concert and very receptive.
under the name "Wreaker
In the city of Caen, the Colby
Experience," featuring the popular group received two encores for their
song "Third Petunia From the performanceatthelocalUniversity.
Potato Salad."
In summing up their week in
All of the band members had France, Wendy Westman '92, a
such fun, they decided to make the soprano in the Colby Chorale, said,
band a full-timecommitment.Their "We worked really hard. We gave
rigorous practice schedule them [the French audiences] a good
consisted of three hours a week taste of what we do over here at
during the first semester and as far Colby."
as the second semester was
TheColbyChoralewillbe giving
concern ed, Alec Haavik '92, short performances with the Colby
guitarist for the "Morning Gnus symphony -this week on Saturday
said, "Let's just say it was more and Sunday at 8:00.
performing than rehearsing."
The other four band members Civil Rights Activist To
thatmakeup thecoreoftheMorning
'
Gnus are Bill Hamilton on guitar, Lecture At Colb y
The
Reverend
Dr.
Samuel
Ed McCabe playing drums, Jeff
DeSmedt on bass, and Jeff Kelleher Proctor, a civil rights activist who
worked with Dr. Martin Luther
playing trumpet.
King,
Jr., will lecture at Colby on
Regardless of their practice
habits, the "Morning Gnus" sound Thursday, May 3 at 8 p.m. in
Lorimer Chapel.
great.
Dr. Procter is pastor emeritus of
When asked to comment on the
New
York's historic Absyssinian
upcoming event Ed McCabe,
drummer for the Morning Gnu's, Baptist Church, professor emeritus
had only one word to say, at Rutgers University and former
"Smokin.'" Check out their peace corps administrator under
performance which may have a President Kennedy?; s
Proctor is the author of The Young
cameo by Chuck Kitrell on Saturday
Negro in America 1960-1980, and
at the Foss Arts Festival.
Sermons from the Black Pul pit (with
Dr. William D. Watley).
Concerning The Colby
Proctor's lecture topic, at Colby,
Choral e
will be "Higher Education and the
While most Colby students were Pursuit of Genuine Community in
basking in the Florida sun or visiting America." The lecture is free.Q
home during Spring break, the

Senior Recita l

BUSCH LITE 12oz 6 PKS.
ONLY $2.79

We guarantee we have a tap or the keg is freet
Wed. night buy a 15" pizza & get a second one 1/2 price
Sunda y buy a 10" pizza and get a second one free!
WE SELL ; DISCOUNT BEER , WINE , SODA, FRE SH
DOUGH PIZZA , AND HOT & C OLD SANDWICHE S

WATERVILLE DRIVE THRU
i
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270 KENNEDY DRIVE 873-5184
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plwtoby Tam Taupier
Tracey Elmeer '90,during a p erform ance last Saturday night in
Lorimer Chapel Elmeer and Meredith Hart '90, offered selections
fr cm Bttsser,Haydn, Doppler and Muczynski as part of their Senior
Recital ,
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CONTINUE D
Craz y

Continued from page 11
v
decided on by room-draw? Why
should we play in a league that has
more forfeits than complete games?
Also, U-Play. shows what might
happen if a student coordinator was
on the job instead of a basketball
coach-games might actually be
played.
The success U-Play has had
since it began should be abig slap in
the face to the administration. And
maybe that slap will get them to
open their eyes and ears to the
wishes of the student body instead
of being so pig-headed and
irrational.Q

Awards

Gavm

it's that they fought at all that counts, be enough to change the way you

Continued f rorn page 11
we like them, they're good guys,
not because we fear them like the
Gestapo. That's seems to be
something Mark Van Valkenburgh
doesn't get. And, as long as he
doesn't get it, maybe Colby should
get somebody else.
3) The college has its head in the
sand on this I-PLAY thing,
particularlyDeanofResidentialLife
Joyce McPhetres-Maisel. It's time
to cut losses and realize the students
still have a say around here.
4) Tom Sherry has done a great
job. We don't always agree, but he
and Dan Spurgin have given Stu-A
a much needed injection of respect.
It'snot that theywon all their battles,

Stu-A had never really done that
before. Success is sometimes
measured by very small gestures,
like that cigarette machine in the
street of the library.
5) Whether nextyear or in several
years, making COOT mandatory is
a mistake. Sure, 100 percent
participation has somebenefits,but
only a voluntary program can
sustain the level of enthusiasm that
makes COOT such a tremendous
success.
6) The age of apathy is gone and
things are getting interesting in a
hurry.
7) Beer-die is a great game.
8) Professor Robert "Bob"
Reuman should be a graduation
requirement. Maybe not a whole
class,maybe just lunch. That would

look at the world.
9) Carl and Spalding are very
funny fellows.
10) I actually heard a student
chastisingafriend forthrowingjunk
mail into the trash instead of the
recycling bin. They dug it out and
put it in the recycling bag.
Congratulations Jenny Alfond. It's
working.
1DWhile I'm on this soapbox for
the last time, I'm going to take a
final jab at Dean of Students Janice
Seitzinger. I feel obligated .
Forthoseofyouwhodon'tknow
mineand Janice's sordidhistory this
is the ultra condensed version.
Two years ago. The Echo "came
into the possession of" (to use
administrative lingo) some secret
documents that conceded the

college's frat-battle was hot going
well. We interviewed Janice. What
she had written and whafshe had
said did not jive. Oops. When we
showed her the goods, she' ended
the interview and said she felt
"violated."Our Dean has refused to
talk to me since,unless I first submit
a written list of questions.
Well,Janice can call it violated if
she wants. But, all I really did was
catch her. I caught you saying one
thing to the students and another
behind closed doors.
Maybe lying to us was part of
her job,but it was also wrong.
In the end, I don't mind that our
Dean of Students won't talk to me.
Since shewason sabbatical this year
the whole thing is pretty moot
anyway. But, she'll be back next
year. So watch outQ

Continued front page 14
to feed the ego's, and who often
aren't given credit for a good show,
but are the the first to be blamed for
a bad one. They rarely,if ever, get
the credit they deserve. Well guys,
you know who you are. Now take
a bow and get out of here.Q

Dean

Continued frornpag e 10
our (elected leaders') job to seek
guidancefromtheDearis'office,but
to develop a student perspective."
Both the Stu-A executive and the
Deans' office agree that their joint
meetings keep the lines of
communication open. "Most of our
problems are communications
problems,"said McPhetres-Maisel.
What is the influence of the
Deans' Office on student affairs?
Both student leaders and
administratorsbelievethat influence
exists, but "all avenues for student
input are open," Sherry said.
"The Wednesday meetings are
great for dispelling that sense of
authority" that the Deans' office
almost naturally wields, added
Spurgin ,Q
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WE AT BIG BILL 'S ELM CITY DISCOUNT
BEVERAGE WANT TO THANK EVERYONE
WHO JOINED US TO MAKE THIS OUR MOST
SUCCESSFUL YEAR EVER!! WE HOPE THAT
YOU ALL HAVE A GREAT SUMMER AND .
CONTINUE TO ALLOW US TO SERVE YOU
NEXT YEAR. THANKS AGAIN AND SEE
YOU IN THE FAL L!!
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The men and women of the Army National
Guard would like to give you an education.
Lesson One: Economics. College isn't cheap.
Lesson Two: Finance. But by serving in the
Army National Guard you can qualify for the

For additional information on how to continue
your education, return this coupon or please
call 1-800-638-7600 or contact your local Army
National Guard recruiting office.
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about cover your tuition.
Lesson Three: Psychology. The Guard will
also teach you things about yourself you never
knew. You'll gain self-confidence. You'll find out
what you're made of. And just how much more
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Lesson Four: Philosophy.Whether you're
operating a tank or assisting in an operating
room, you'll be part of making America a
mj ; On2er natlOn.
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Cyclist Heads
Team Seeks Club Status For Nationals

Ultimate Fnsbe e
By Dave Weissman
SPORTS EDITOR

Although the "official" club
status of the ColbyUltimateFrisbee
Team is still up in the air,that hasn't
prevented this dedicated group of
athletes from heading out every
afternoon and tossing around the
disc.
The teamsubmitteda proposal
for club status to Stu-A over a year
ago, with the understanding that
they would serve a one year
probationary period before being
approved. Well, the year has come
and gone, and still no word from
Stu-A.
"Paul Johnston told us that
we'd become a club when we got
money, and we haven't gotten any
money yet so I guess we're not a
club," said team captain and cofounder Trevor Braden '91.
"But," Braden added, "we've
got everything we need to be a club
- a faculty mentor (math professor
Bruce Freeh), club outlines, and all
of that."
While the team, which calls
itself the Disciples, usually plays
amongst itself in front of the library
or in the fieldhouse,they alsoplayed
tournament style games against
other colleges last fall and winter.
Bates and U Maine are the only
other schools in Maine with
organized teams, althoughtheteam
has travelled as far asMassachusetts
to compete.

Youth

Continued f rom page 24
is a national caliber runner, having
qualified for national competition
in cross country at Pomona last fall,
and is certain to qualif y for
Nationals in the SOOOm this spring.
"His positive attitude and
caliber of running has been a real
catalyst to our distance runners,"
said Wescott. "We have really
treasured his being here this
semester."
The youth movement which
has Wescott so enthused was
evident on April 21st at the State of
Maine Invitational Meet, held on
Colby's new eight lane Alfond
Track. While their third place finish
of four teams may not seem all that
impressive, keep in mind that the
top team was U Maine, a Division I
school, and that the Mules only
finished one point behind second
place Bowdoin.
They also edged Bates at that
meet,a traditional power that Colby
has not beaten in years. "I can't
remember the last timo we beat
Bates," said Wescott. "It 's been a
while."
Notable performers at that
meet include Donnelly, who won
the 5000m, sophomore Jim
Albright,successfully defending his
state title in the intermediate
hurdles, and sophomore Scott
Nussbum , who finished fourth in
the quarter mile. His time of 50.5
also happened to-be the fourth
fastest time in school history.
This weekend holds the New
Englan d
D i v i sion
III
Championships at WPI, w h ere
Wescott h opes "to bo somewhere
in the middle, If so, that will be a
good meet for us." The coach's
hopes should be filled if the team

By Chad Brown

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Editor 'snote:contributingwriter
Chad Brozonis a memberof theColby
Cycling team.
He entered his first race this
fall with a hulking touring hike
that he had ridden from Alaska to
Arizona with last summer. He
came in fifth. He entered his
second race this spring at SUNY
Stonybrook with a brand new
bike. He won. He entered his third
race at the 1990 Eastern Collegiate
Cycling Championships at the
University of Massachusetts last
weekend. He came in third and

The 13 team rode quite well,
covering the 15mile course in just
over 36 minutes. This squad
consisted of Chad Brown '92,Peter
Carney '92, John Cully '93, Dave
Douglas'91,Peter Hayden'92 and
Nat Fenollosa '92, who finished
12th of more than 30 teams.
Also racing were the 'C team
of Erik Beckman '90, Don Bindler
'92, Peter Carlton '90, Tremaine
Cooper '91,Chris Munro '93, and
Chris Petron '92,and the women's
team of Jen Comstock '93, and
Mary Beth Heiskeli '92.
The team really brought it all
together for the road race Sunday
morning. The course was a circuit

photo by Liz Nordb y

Dexter Harding '92 goes for a score in an Ultimate Frisbee game.
Braden shares in this belief:
While they haven't fared all
that well in competition, they did "It'smainly people who are tired of
beat Bates, a victory which earns organized, competitive sports, but
them the CBB (or CB, to be more are really good athletes."
Oneuniquequality to thegame
precise) title.
What is it about this obscure is that it is played without referees,
but rapidly growing sport that is even at the tournament level.
causing more and more to- get "Players make their own calls,
involved? "The best thing about it which creates good feelings
is that anyone can play at any level. between teams and players.It'slike
It'sall just a fun thing - there isn't a no other sportbecause of this,"said
'we have to win' attitude," said Braden.
While the Disciples are as near
team memberJon Thompson.'90.
That'snot to say that these guys to club status as theycanbe, perhaps
and girls aren't quality athletes. they are missing a key element that
'There's some good talentout there, may push them across that line.
"We're still lookingfor a guru,"
some of the best athletes around,"
says Braden .? .
said Thompson. .

Striiike!

photo by Matt Ovios
J uni or Mike McRae hurled seven solid innings fo r the Colby baseball
team Tuesday afternoon. Still , the Mules lost 9-7 in ten innin gs.
respondsasCookprcdicts they will.
"I have a feeling we'll get some
good perf ormances," he said.
Despit e losing Cook an d pol e
vaulterStevoPischelafterthisyear ,
a young nucleus of tal en t along
wit h a strong incoming class will
Keepthis team strong for the future.
Wescott cit es th e inf luence of
the new track in attracting recruits,
along with some reliable assistant
c oache s, as b e i ng key t o t he
development of the track program.

Dan Camann , Bud Sicgrnund, and

Ed Mestieri have assisted Wescott
throughout this season.
"You can't do it alone,"he said.
Of cours e, credit must go
where it is due, Most successf ul
programs can be t raced t o t he hea d
coach h im self , and Wescott is no
exception .
"He's an amazing guy," said
Cookof his mentor forthe pastfour
years, "You can'tholpbut giveyour
all forhim as well as for your self ."Q

photoby George Csak
The Colby Cycling Team, in a rare moment , caught standing still.
qualified for the National of 18 miles winding through the
Championships at Stanford on hills of Amherst. It consisted of
May 19.
two grueling climbs and an eye
George Csak, owner of the watering 50 mph descent.
above accolades, is clearly one of
Top finishes included Carlton
the strongest cyclists in New in the 36 mile 'C race and Carney
England.
in the 54 mile 'B' race. Most
Csak, a German exchange impressive, however, was the
student,is one of the fifteen Colby performance turned in by Csak.
cyclists who traveled to UMASS
Being his first 'A' race, Csak
at Amherst last weekend to wrap was nervous about the
up their three months of training competition. Still, he was more
and racing. The weekend than prepared for the 71 miles of
consisted of three races in two climbing and sprinting, having
days.
skipped class more than once to
' Saturday morning finally gave ride to the coast of Maine and
the riders a chance to show off back this spring.
their finely sculpted legs, as the
On the final lap of the race
temperature reached 90 degrees. Csak knew what to do. A solid
The first race was a Criterium, climber, he moved through the
which is typically a fast paced pack during the exhausting hills
race held on a tight-cornered flat and stayed in front for tfhe
course.
breakneck speed of the descent,
Asa result of the huge field for With less than a mile to go, and
each race (there were four levels - the fans lining the road , he
'C, 'W, 'A', and Women's) and sprinted to a third place finish in
the extreme heat, it was difficult front of an elated Colby team.
to gain position and stay with the
By virtue of his third place
pack. The Colby team suffered finish, Csak is virtually
from all this, giving a mediocre guaranteed a spot at the National
performance.
Collegiate Championships to be
Later that afternoon,however, held at Stanford University on
the Colby team was able to May 19. What's more, Colby has
regroup for a strong Team time maintained its name as a top
Trial ride. In the TTT/ teamsrace cycling power in New England.
against the clock, work i ng The team will certainly miss
together in a paceline to obtain George Csak as h e heads h ome to
optimum aerodynamic form.
West Germany this summer.?
players on the team playing with
an injury, maintains that "games
Continued from page 24
aro often times won or lost in the
A consistent effort for sixty fi r st quarter so our effor t an d
minutes a game is something Corey intensity in the first quarter should
sees as crucial to success in the always equal that of the fourth ." In
playoffs, as one of Colby's t wo th e playoffs, when tomorrow is
losses can be at t r ibu t ed to a poor never guaranteed, th i s becomes all
effort in the first quarter,
tho more important. ,
"Bowdoin played hard in the
"Good teams are consistent and
first period, wo d idn 't, and that's are marked by a high level of mental
why we lost the game," said concentration and leadership,"said
Fougere, Benson, like many of the CorcyQ
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Classic designer clothing for men and women.
Bring your valid college ID and receive
an additional 15% off the ticketed price.

I. CREW

J FA CTORY
Kittery Outlet Village
Route 1• Kittery, Maine
(207) 439-5810

10 Bow St.
Freeport , Maine
(207) 865-3180

STORE

Settlers Green Route 16
North Conway , New Hampshire
(603) 356-9228
m

Discount applicable on nonsale items only. Offer expires June 15th.

SCOREBOARD
MEN'S BASEBALL: 9-11
Colby 4
Apr. 27 Tufts 5.
Apr. 28 Williams 3,5....:...Colby 2, 0
May 1 vs. St. Joseph's...3 p .in.
Next: May 4 at Husson...3 p.m.
May 5 vs. USM...1p.m.
May 9 vs. Bates...3 p.m.
WOMEN'S SOFTBALL: 2-10
Apr. 27 Tufts 8 ..Colby 7
Apr. 28 def. Gordon (1st game), lost to Gordon
(2nd game) .
May 1 at Salem State (2)...2 p.m.
. Next: May 3 at Bowdoin...3:30
May 4 at Bates...3:30
MEN'S LACROSSE: 10-2
Apr. 25 Colby 21
Bates 7
Babson 9
. Apr. 28 Colby 19
May 1 at Merrimack...3:30
Next: May 9 ECAC Tournament
WOMEN'S LACROSSE: 6-3
Colby 7
Apr. 25 Bates 8
Bridgewater State 3
Apr. 28 Colby 20
Apr. 30 vs. Plymouth State.. .3 p.m.
Nex t: May 4-6 ECAC Championships
May 5-6 MAC Tournament
i
MEN'S TRACK:
Apr. 28 NESCAC's at Tufts z 7th of 11 teams
Next: May 5 N.E. Div. Ill Champs, at WPI
WOMEN'S TRACK:
Apr. 28 NESCAC's at Tufts - finished 3rd overall
May 1 Maine Invitational at Colby
Next: May 5 N.E. Div.- 1Champs at UVM
May 5 N.E. Div. Ill Champs at Colby
MEN'S TENNIS: 8-3
.Salem State 1
Apr. 25 Colby 8
Apr. 27-28 NESCAC at Williams
May 2 vs. LJ Maine...3 p.m.
Next: May 5 Maine State Meet at Colby
May 10 at Bates...3 p.m.
GOLF:
Apr. 27 State Meet at Arundel - 6th of 7 teams
Apr. 28-29 NESCAC Tournament at Middlebury
May l CBB Championships..,12 noon

LCA Reaction

From The Other Side
By Steven Graber
COMMENTARY

Originally, I was going to write a story
about a solid Colby athlete. A few weeks ago,
that changed when the college passed
judgement upon the Lambda Chi Alpha
fraternity. It is now a story about a very good
former Colby athlete and LCA fraternity
member.
After the LCA's were in the
administration'spocket,faculty,alumni,and
students expressed their opinions, both
informed and uninformed. Lots of people
who didn't know any LCA's damned them to
hell anyway.
Through it all, I never heard how the
fraternity membersthemselvesfelt .It seemed
to me that all they could do was wait for
judgements.
Senior B.J. Evans was waiting.
"The day theykicked me off the golf team
[because of the fraternity ruling] was the
same day I had won the State of Maine golf
championship a year earlier," said Evans.
His background is that of an all-around
athlete.Evansplayed golf,football,basketball
and baseball at the Hill School in the coal
region of Pennsylvania. At Hill, he earned
All-State honorable mention at quarterback
in his senior year. In his junior year, Evans pitched against a
6'5" lefty named Chris Napoltz. Although
BJ. lost 3-1, he was eventually named to the
All-Area first team squad. Napoltz made the
second team and later received a scholarship
to Townsend State, and then signed for
$90,000 with the Montreal Expos
organization. But, Evans avoided Division I,
wisely he thought, and chose Colby.
Napoltz seems to have gotten a better
deal than Evans, who is $80,000 down after
paying for Colby. And Napoltz probably
gets to march in graduation.
The summer before college, Evans began
having trouble throwing the baseball. An
orthopedic doctor eventually uncovered the
problem, a tear in his rotator cuff. His
throwing days were numbered.
As a frosh at Colby, he saw his last action
at quarterback, playing two quarters against
Bates. He went 3-4 for 60 yards and one
interception. "My ball never touched the
ground," joked Evans.
It was toward the end of that first season
he considered joining a fraternity.

He accepted a bid two days before the
LCAsemi-formaLneartheendof fall semester
- -the last LCA pledge that year.
"My friend said - let's go through this
together, it won't be that bad; I didn't have
any orientation, COOT trips, or placement
exercises. I felt outside the Colby freshman
community, I felt outside the older football
players,"Evans said.
And Evans felt like his injuries were
pushing him even further "outside." In
January he had shoulder surgery and his
doctor told him contact sports were out.
Forever.
But, the fraternity remained.
"At that time frats were big. Every
weekend there was a frat party, there was
always something," said Evans. "We looked
up to the older players, and we saw that
strong relationships seemingly were built
through the frat."
While the frat remained, its influence on
campus declined. "By the start of my junior
year, all collective fraternity influence was
gone from the campus," he said. "I felt our
influence on campus was not extensive."
Later his junior year, last year,«the Zete
and DU incidents occurred. As for the
Lambdas,they too were offered "amnesty."
The "amnesty" offered was an all or
nothing deal. "If only 20 of us had come
forward, the administration would not have
gone for it, yet there was no way all 63 guys
would have come forward," Evans'said.
The next year, his senior year,everything
exploded .
"We thought we'd get a similar
punishment to the Zetes," said Evans. "The
precedents had been set and wedidn't see the
gravity of it all.We didn't understand why if
three groups committed a crime, two got
probation, and one got the death penalty."
"We didn't realize what the community
thought about us, that we were perceived as
the worst problem on campus."
B.J. Evans is'a good'person1 who made a
decision that has greatly affected his final
days at Colby. Too much.
To Ms credit, he still likes Colby. "I'm
happy withmyeducationand the friendships
I've made here at Colby," he said.
This story could have had a happier ending
- "BJ. Evans leads Colby to its second
consecutive State of Maine golf title." But, it
doesn't. This story ends with BJ Evans still
waiting. Waiting at home for his diploma to
come in the mail. End of story.Q

U-PLAY Softball Update
By Dave Wei ssman
SPORTS EDITOR

After scrimmaging and finishing spring
training two weekends ago, the U-PLAY
softball league officially kicked off with its
first games last Wednesday and continued
right through the weekend.Here is a recap of
the most exciting games of the week:
The Cavemen defeated Team Techmo,
14-10,in a slug-fest, featuring 3home runs by
Eric Turner.
The Mo-Guys edged the Fromunda
Cheese Express in extra innings, 6-5. Clias
Riopel sparked the Mo's with great defense
in left field.
In another close, yet frustrating contest
for the Fromunda's,hurler Jon Bartlett pitched
a 2-0 shut out to lead his team, the Griefs, to
victory,
Jim Reduto hit a late game home run to
carry hisMo-Guys to a 3-2victoryovcrTcnm
Techmo,
The Fromunda Cheese Express lost their
express as the Cavemen brokeaS-Sdeadlock,
scoring four runs in the last inning for a final
score of 9-5. Jon Thompson legged out two
hits for the Express, despite an injured foot.
The Griefs pounded the Mo-Guys, 10-2,
showing the effects of alcohol on a team may

be profound, even pathetic.
K
Team Techmo 11, The Swirn Team 10:
Sekulow'sswimmerscould not quiteovertake
Gorra's Techmo sluggers.
U-PLAY Notes: Home Run Trot of the Week
- goes to Mike Gorra, who showed the
"Techmo Action Trot"is for real.F ace Plant of
the Week-goes to Steven Graber, who became
one with a mud patch behind first base after
beating out a hit. Error of the Week- goes to left
fielder Greg Greco, who made four errors in
one play single-handedly. Honest. Hit of the
Week - goes to Laura Shuler, who punched a
base hit to right field with two outs in the
bottom of the 7th to knock in the tying run
and send her game into extra innings.Q

Sports Correction
Matt Ovios, not Robyrt Claser,
took the women's lacrosse picture
in the 4/26/90 issue of tho Echo.

The Critical Point

BetwsTaTOJft of Tihe roeie^

By 'Dave Weissmaai
skJKtSEDirbin

jSo it all comes down to this. My last column as a Colby
student,the culmination oiayearof praisingthe good,going off
on the bad, appealing to"some,offending others.
SinceI'm not cruitesuie which noteto end on,why d on't we
'
try a bit of everything.
Year end reviews tend to be in vogue around this time of
year. I know, its been dorie before,but what the hell,let's do it
anyway,
' Here's what I think about what I've seen this past year,
abontwhat'syet to come, and generatiyabout things in general:
- The Colby football team made serious strides in the past
two years. Going from a complete joke to a decent, respectable
team is something-the playersand coaches should be proud of.
While they are still a step away from being considered a lop
team, those who still maintain that Colby football sucks are
sadly mistaken.
On that same note, I'm afraid that the path towards
respectability that the football team was travelling will be
temporarily blocked as a result of the LCA suspensions. I hate to
be a pessimist,but lets face it -with half the starting lineup gone,
including most of the offensive line, this team might not win a
game next year.
.
You've got to feel for coach Tom Austin, as he watches the
team he built crumble before his eyes,
* -*

*

*

*

*'

*

*

*

God help the I-Play system.It didn't work last fall, it didn't
work all winter, and it's rio better now. Let's face it, I-Play sucks,
right down to the championship T-shirts.
If anyone can find a nicer guy at this schoolthan track coach
Jim Wescott,let me know. Until then,he gets my vote as the most
congenial guy on campus.
I see no excuse for not filling one's gym credit requirement.
If you can't find time to take four gym classes in eight semesters
and two or three Jan Plans, then you're not trying. God forbid
you should get off your butt and do something healthy for two
hours a week.
* * *
Colby Collegehas some damn good women'sathletic teams.
I doubt, many pther NESCAC schools could boast that 11of 13
teams this past year had winning records.
*

X-

*

Spcakmgof NESCAC, isn tit about time that conference got
serious and allowed its teams to compete in national
championship tournaments? Winning the ECAC Tournament
in basketball was sweet, but the National Championship would
have been a lot sweeterSay what you will about Larry Rocca, he was a dedicated
and ethical j ournalist, who truly wanted to make this school a
better place. I will forever credit him as the person who got me
started in this field, and will always respect his journalistic
integrity.
* * *
The Colby College basketball team this year was an
incredible phenomenon, probably the best Division III team in
the country, What's even more amazing is that despite losing a
ton of talent, they should be just as good next year. Anyone who
still believes that this team isn't the greatest group of athletes on
campus ought to have his or her head examined. :
?

*

*

»

*

The award for the most courageous team on campus goes to
Gene PeLorenzo's baseballteam.Despite losing seven starters
to the LCA sanctions, the "Dirty Dozen" has braved on and
remained competitive, when a lot of teams in their shoes might
have packed it in long ago.
'*

I disliked Mew England pro spor
ts teams when I got here
foqr years ago. My attitude ha$ changed since then* I now
despise them ,
Working at the Ucho, for the past year has been the greatest
experience of my life. The friendships I've developed can never
be replaced,and I wish]everyone all tho success in the world for
the future.
' And to everyone on campus who' has read my column
throughout the year, and taken the time to complement what
I've written, 1thank you;It really means ia lot to me to know that
I've left an impression on you, and your comments do not go
unnoticed,It has made all tho time, hard work, and effort that
gopp in to this truly worthwhile,

- QQO

i

The Devastator award this week returns to the realm of athletics,
for this, the final presentation of the coveted prize for the year. And
the honored recipient couldn't be more deserving, or indicative of the
level, of achievement the Devastator title has represented.

Margaret Mauran eclipsed the 100 goal mark for her career in last Saturday's women's lacrosse 20-3
thrashing of Bridgewater State College, tallying six goals and an assist. Mauran , a junior from Providence,
RI, became the fourth player in Colby women's lacrosse history to hit the century mark. Most impressive
though, is the fact that she was the first to do it in her junior year, a devastatingly amazing feat, to say the
least.
The Echo sports staff congratulates Margaret on this accomplishment, and are proud to honor her with
this, our final award .
We also wish to commend all the Colby athletes who have dedicated themselves to realizing their
potential,and climbing to the pinnacle of success throughout the past year. You are all winners.And to those
who reached the ultimategoal we offer special congratulations-to Margaret and the others who have borne
the cherished tag of Devastator of the W«ek.

Excellence On & Off Court
By David Roderick
STAFF WHITER

compliment each other's game.
Maria is so intense. She never sits
back and keeps on attacking for
every point. I tend to let my

ECAC playoff berth last winter. .
Off the court, Kim also excelled
in the classroom. She finished her
first semester with a 4.06 GPA.

Frosh Maria Kirn's first year at
Colby has not been lacking in
accomplishments.Beyond excelling
in the classroom, this Glendale,
California native starred for the
Lady Mule tennis and basketball
teams. Arid all this from someone
who wasn't even sure she wanted
to play sports at Colby.
Kim and junior Twisty Gogolak
teamed up in a national qualifier
tennis tournament at Trenton State
University last weekend, placing
fifth in a field of twelve. Although
they must wait until Monday for
certain notification, they do not
expect to qualify for the Nationals.
It was the third time Kim and
Gogolak have paired up for a
doubles competition, and although
they probably will fall short of the
Nationals,they will anchor a strong
women's tennisteam which expects
to fare well both in the fall season of
1990 and spring of 1991.
In the singles tournament ,
Gogolak defeated Kim in the
photo by Liz blordby
consolation round, beating her Maria Kim '93 has been a standout on the tennis court,tlie basketball floor
,
teammate for the first time ever.
and in the classroom since arriving at Colby last f all .
This spring is the first season
that the women's tennis team has opponent make the mistake, rather En ough said .
organized a playing schedule, than attacking."
"She is reall y inspiring to her
something they have been pushing
Kim has truly emerged as one of teammates and she's always willfor some time.
Colby's premier woman athletes. ing to help others improve their
"This is our first spring season, She was an anchor at the number game," said junior tennis player
and it'san informal one.Next spring one spot for a women's tennis team Grace Liang.
we hop e t o have a forma l women's that only lost two matches,both to
Despite her accomplishments,
t ennis program,"said Gogolak,who Division I teams. At the end of the Mar ia comes across as a shy an d
expects to team up with Kim again fal l season, she placed four th in the humble person. Shockingly enough,
next year for the Nationals*
New Englands.
she wasn't even sure if she wanted
Par to f Kim an d Gogolak success
During th e winter season, she to participate in sports while at
comes from their success may lie in shared the starting point guard role Colby.
the fact that the two have entirely "•on Gene DeLorenzo's women's
"Coming to Colby I was not
different styles of play,
basketball team with seniorvetcra n really plann ing on playing sports,"
"It's fun t o play doubles with Jennifer Lally helping lead a team she said. "I wa sn 't expecting to do
her ," said Gogolak. "Wc that went 2-19 two years ago to an as well as I did."

_

Women s Track Races On

margins.
By Gregory.Grec o
Also finishing first and breaking
STAFF WRITER
Colby,NESCACand facility records
The Colby women's track team, wassenior Lisa Bove in the hammer
New England Division III throw, with a toss of 141 feet 5
Champ ions during the indoor inches. Bovewill join MacWalter at
season, is hoping to duplicate the the Nationals.
In the running events, senior Jill
feat outdoors this Saturday on
Vollweiler won the 10k raceby more
Mayflower Hill.
The Lady Mules finished an than a minute. She will run in the
impressive third at the NESCAC New England Division I race this
meet last weekend,behind Williams weekend hoping to qualify for the
and host Tufts, on the strength of Nationals in the 10k.Shehas already
several outstanding performances. qualified in the SOOOm event.
Also going to the Division I race
Junior Debra MacWalter won
the javelin throw by a remarkable this weekend to qualify for
38 feet, and is one of the favorites Nationals is senior Karin Killmer,

photo by Matt Ovios
Colby vj omen's track has hurdled to the top of New England Division III.

for the Division III Nationals. Her who finished third in theSOOm race.
throw of 145feet 9 inches set Colby, CoachDebbieAitkenfeelsconfident
NESCAC and facility records. that both Killmer and Vollweiler
MacWalter, who has dedicated will qualify.
herself this spring to becoming the
Other top performers included
national javelin throw champion, senior Melanie Brockaway, who
has won every meet thus far this brokeher personalbests in the 100m
season, the majority by large hurdles (third ), the 200m (sixth),

and the 4X 100m relay (fourth), and
sophomore Katie Tyler, who came
back from injuries to finish a strong
second in the 1500m.
The team also enjoyed success
the previous weekend when it
finished a strong second to the
Division I University of New
Hampshire at the UNH meet.
The host Lady Mulesare looking
to capitalize on this success and
capture the New England Division
III outdoor championship this
Saturday, but it won't be easy.
"1expect tough challenges from
Bowdoin, Bates, Salem State and
Southeast Mass," said Aitken. But
she feels confident that "the team
can
repeat
the
indoor
championship."Although the team
will miss the services of Vollweiler
and Killmer, who will be at the
Division I tournament,many strong
athletes will compete.
Brenda Eller, a frosh who won
the discus throw at the NESCAC
meet last weekend said that "there
are a lot of great athletes on this
team. We are a strong team and
don't get the respect we deserve."
Frosh Michelle Parady, a triple
jumper and sprinter, shares these
sentiments. "We haven't come in
worse than third this spring and
should do very well at the meet this
weekend."
So if you haven't seen a track
meet, and you want to see some
impressive
athletes
and
performances
on
Colby's
impressivenew facility, then check
out one of Colby's best teams as
they go for yet another banner for
Colby sports.Q

A Youth Movement

Competition at Colby 's new eight lane track.

p hoto by Matt Ovios

who won the SOOOm run at the
NESCAC meet last weekend at
Tufts University. Cook is also
pleased with what his team has
The Colby College men's done this season.
"We've gone beyond a
track team is young, competitive,
and getting better all. the time, rebuilding year, and have been
leaving coach Jim Wescott looking surprising some peoplewith solid
performances here and there," he
forward to next year already.
"I'm eager, excited for next said.
The team finished seventh of
year - we've got some good young
talent,"he said. "I can't wait until 11teams at the NESCAC's,a meet
in which Colby placed last in 1989.
September."
That is not to say that he is not Besides Cook, other top
pleased by the progress the team performances were turned in by
has made thus far this season,often sophomore Tom Capozza, who
finishing higher than expected in took first in the long jump, junior
what some might have thought Brian Richter (second,1500m), and
would be a rebuilding season. "It's junior Dave Donnelly (third ,
been a better than average year," SOOOm).
Richter, an exchange student
he said,citing the strength of some
first and second year runners in from Pomona College here at
conjunction with several Colby for only one semester, has
been a welcome addition to
outstanding upperclassmen.
The key upperclassman has Wescott's troops this season. He
Youth Continued On Page 20
been senior co-captain Rich Cook,
By Dave Weissman
SPORTS EDITOR
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Men 's Lacross e Cruis es To ECAC Pla yoffs
By Hal Paul

STAFF WRITER
The playoff picture will remain
uncertain for the men's lacrosse
team until ECAC tournament
seedings are announced on May 7.
Depending on the outcome of
remaining conference games and
Springfield College's decision to
accept or decline an invitation to
the NCAA Division III playoffs,
Colby could be as highly ranked as
third in the ECAC playoffs.
It seems more likely, however,
that Colby will fall into the number
four position behind Spring field,
Williams,and Bowdoin.Trinity and
Connecticut College look to be the
two other schools that would join
these four in the six team
tournament.
Charlie Corey,a standout player
at Bowdoin who is in his first year
coaching a collegiate team,does not
believe that his lack of coaching
experience at this level will be a
disadvantage to his Colby team in
the playoffs.
"Enough of these players have
play ed in a big game some time
during their lacrosse careers so they
know what to expect from
themselves and one another. For
those w ho haven't, the leadersh i p
of our veterans will be crucial in

Charlie Allen '91 comes away with the ball f or the 11-2 men's lacrosse team

pulling them along," he said.
The real test for this team begins
on May9 t h ,whenthesecond season
begins,
Excellen t tea m defense,
consistent goaltending, balanc ed

scoring, and fantastic success on
man up and man down situations
are what Corey considers key to the
success of h is men's lacrosse team
(10-2) so far this season,
Because four players have more

is a strong possibility.
Losing junior attackman Petei
Perroni (22 goals and a team high
24 assists in '89) and standout
defenseman and co-captain junior
Jason Mazzola to injury early in the
season did not lower t^an
expectations for the season,but only
increased every player's motivatioi
to pick up the pieces and move
forward,
Coreycontend s that because this
team is "very unselfish, works wel
together, and has no egos," thii
process hasbeenmadeall the easier
"This team is not great a
anything, but good at every aspec
of play," Corey said.
J
Jun iors Eric Russman and And ;
Shpiz have been consistent i.
forging the White Mule .attack a
well as first-year student standout!
Mark LoBello and Scott Reed
Strong midfield play from Steve
Coan '90, Charlie Allen '91, anc
Greg Ma h oney '92, who has beet
"magnificent on face-offs all year'
according
to Corey, has hclpcc
p lioto by Robyn Closer
i mprove t h e t eam 's overal l b a l
movement which has in turn led t
than thirty points to date, the White a dom i na ti on in th o flow of play h
Mul es' assaul t can st rike from and around tho midfield by th
anywhere at any time, Having Mules. Midfielder Mark Mellyn '9
played Merrimack on Tuesday, has also ma de a signiflcan
hosting tho first round of tho ECAC contribution to the team's succes s
playoffs May 9th on May flower Hill
t AX Continued On Page 20

